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Foreword
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the Spring 2016 issue of Lewis University’s Jet Fuel Review literary
journal. We continue to be a high-octane literary journal that strives to discover and
publish writers and artists who demonstrate commendable skill and artistry.
As an editorial staff, in order to complete this issue, we have been nose deep this
semester in submissions by many talented voices from multiple geographical regions,
who are working in different mediums, which we are proud to present to everyone. Our
featured cover art, titled “The Taste of Time and Paranoia” is by the dazzling Swedish
artist Mia Makila. This image is striking in many different ways, and the editors were
particularly drawn to the way that the chairs mirrored one another, one representing the
imagery of death, and the other representing life, placed side by side. Time always seems
to be looming over us throughout our lives, and we strive not to waste it.
Every issue that the editorial staff produces comes with production impediments
that must be overcome. The editorial staff is composed of individuals who have differing
aesthetics, and therefore, there are times of disagreements. While there are debates
that the editorial staff face each issue, these charged discussions help build an eclectic
selection of work. For our 2016 Spring Issue, we are also featuring a special section on the
collaborative sonnet form—the bouts-rimés. A form established in the mid 17th century,
in which poets are asked to use the same end-rhymes. (And ours were challenging!)
But, in true collaborative fashion, the JFR editors as well as many students of the Lewis
community, crafted bouts-rimés as well, and these will appear on our more localized blog.
Within the pages of our eleventh issue, readers will discover a variety of works
that we hope will engage, challenge, and delight you. Along with our cover art by Mia
Makila, we also feature Peggy Shinner— who recently published a series of essays on
the body— and Adam Clay — whose third collection of poetry, Stranger, was recently
released. Other featured artists and writers include Ariana-Sophia Kartsonis, Angela
Willetts, Jeff Fleischer, Damyanti Biswas, and Alex Lemon. We are also proud to feature
Lewis students, both current and former, Jacklyn Porter, Catherine Kelly, Elizabeth Lopez,
and Brittany Bishop.
Jet Fuel Review is a student-run, faculty-advised journal, and with the
assistance of faculty advisers, Drs. Simone Muench and Jackie White, active Lewis
students and alumni worked diligently and meticulously this semester to produce Issue
11. Because of the hard work and dedication of these student editors, our literary journal
continues to expand, reaching new readers and pushing creative boundaries. As you
read this issue, we hope that you will enjoy the selections our editorial team has carefully
curated for you.
Read on,
Jess Jordan
And the Jet Fuel Review Editors
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POETRY
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Brittany Bishop
Contradictory
Pucker, as my sweetness sours.
I am the source of breath and
lead poison to you all.
An Amazonian warrior.
I am your lady’s luck;
flip the coin and I am petty greed.
I am the Prius of your eco-savvy friend,
the polluted, chemical-tinted lakes,
your pigmented plants, and moldy pita.
My verdigris will contaminate
your palette forever. Your rainbow
destroyed with the rain and competition.
A menace to da Vinci but viridian to
Van Gogh; an inspiration over the terrace.
I remain a copper creation,
with carbonation, a malachite stalactite,
sharp and hard. Oxidize me now,
I am lies—falsification of what is naturally grown—
evidence of a world lost in fiction.
Call me cobalt; call me zinc.
What does it matter?
I am a distortion all the same.
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Noah Burton
Between two people there is always a theremin
Don’t eat your crib. A puffed up
toad rib-bits outside the pine shed.
And when you hold a quartz up,
one hand painted in the prism light,
that’s about the end of it all; the bed
and the high beams—we are talking
over baby monitors on how simple our
chores are today when the police
knock and say, Sir, Madam, we’re having
a difficult moment, it’s going out of hand,
needs to be punished. What moment,
we ask? The cop taking off his billy hat,
shakes out the dandruff. I don’t know,
he says, and falls back into the lawn
under the sprinkler glossed with the refracting sun
like a blue squid threading in a bathtub.
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Foul
I’m not drafted on snow as you are in water
and when we look at the barn
a goat falls out of the door.
Somehow this always happens:
a goat falls out of the door.
He must have been thinking,
he must be be thinking, he must
have thought, there was a tall
rock, there is a tall rock,
there will be a tall rock,
he can, could, would, jump on.
As you said, this always happens.
Or was I saying it? We lean over
scratching our head together.
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Jim Davis
A Pair of Gumshoes in Cafe Kakao

Part Two: An Episode of Sweet Talk

The green detective is haunted by dreams.
When an apple falls, the earth moves to meet it
since movement is the complexity of mutual
attraction. Weight is a reaction, not a thing
unto itself. A sink full of dishes is an empty
apartment, a pool of spilled milk, or a carton
of painted eggs. It is impossible to represent
the fractured structure of imagined reality,
said Ben, reading a flyer on gravity passed
out by Ernst Mach, before he went down
to the cellar for a can of soup & chipmunks
chewed his feet. She heard his fitful cries
& stood to set a book on the shelf, rinsed her
wineglass in the sink & set it on the rack to dry.
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Blue Monk
Thelonious wrote lyrics inside a moleskin
while sitting in rush hour traffic. Downwind
from the steel factory there’s a river of cats
teeming with bacteria programed to eat
the minds of rats who go dumb with happiness.
Ravens above the billboard lady. Siamese
tennis shoes hung from the telephone wire
tremble as a girl tells her man she’s unhappy –
sitting in the bathtub, she sticks a finger
through the buttonhole of her new man’s acid
washed jeans, 1983. I am not alive yet, but
I will be. Jazz always returns to the tempo
& jimmies itself holy, like the swollen cheeks
of a blue cherub, lips busy on a traveling horn.
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Larry O. Dean
Cowboys & Indiana
On the tollroad
toward the gassy stank of Gary,
past the Port of Chicago
with its sucker-punch alewives stench,
fumes funnel the sky, smoke
signals admonishing passersby.
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The Dream
In the dream,
I am ambulance chasing with Gandhi,
which is even weirder than it sounds,
because I am not now nor have I ever been
nor would I ever want to become
a lawyer, and even the friends I've known
who were, or are, or studied to be lawyers
I had to pretend weren't, or aren't,
and watch my words around so as not
to discourage their career paths,
because I just don't respect the law,
the inflexibility of it, which is part of why
this dream is especially off-putting,
because if I had to be a lawyer
I wouldn't be the personal injury type,
it's so counterintuitive to what
I'm all about; but then
I take a good, hard look and realize
it's actually Roger Gandhi, not Mohandas,
commonly known as Mahatma, second
cousin twice removed of the preeminent
leader of Indian nationalism in Britishruled India, who is with me,
and as I pause and squint,
aside from glasses and a mustache
he looks nothing like his famous cousin,
having a full head of bushy black hair
and not once smiling that enlightened
and enigmatic smile the Mahatma
is usually shown with in photographs;
in fact, he is rather dour
and out of breath, which is when
I realize we are literally chasing
ambulances, not metaphorically,
which explains the whole lawyer misunderstanding but doesn't explain
why we are in hot pursuit
of a bevy of emergency vehicles
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which could very well, ironically,
injure us because we are running
in the street, chasing taillights
like clichéd stray dogs as wailing sirens
fade the further away they get,
which is perfectly natural since
they are vehicles while we're on foot,
though, again ironically, the term
ambulance comes from the Latin word,
ambulare, meaning to walk or move about;
it is then I look sideways at Roger's face
and although it's not a race
I feel compelled to pull ahead of him
if not impelled to catch up with the rotating
red lights getting farther and farther
away, and I think, in his pancha,
or traditional Indian men's garment,
he must be more comfortable than I am
in a tuxedo and Crocs™ which,
while comfy and colorful, with each
leg extension threaten to fly off my feet
and slow me down, if not cause us
both to stumble and fall as they bounce
and tumble in the distance, electric
blue obstructions on an obstacle course,
but through some miracle they remain
on my feet, and I'm not complaining,
because even at a garb disadvantage
we're neck and neck
and I'm suddenly very proud
which gives me an adrenaline rush
not unlike adding fuel to the proverbial fire;
but this is not about me,
nor is it about Roger, or even
the ambulances, it's about living
in the moment, which we simultaneously
arrive at as a conclusion telepathically,
since neither of us has said anything,
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coming to a halt and doing that
hands-on-hips-walking-in-a-circle thing
marathon runners do upon crossing
the finish line, and I undo
my bow tie, cursing my impetuousness only briefly
because knotting one is a complicated business,
using it to mop my sweaty forehead
like a handkerchief because I forgot mine
on top of the bureau this morning,
cleaned and folded neatly and ready
to go, with the monogrammed initials
G-O-D in gold, not L-O-D, which I never noticed
before now, or didn't want to notice,
not because it scares or unnerves me
but because I like being in charge
and think maybe this is some kind of a sign,
albeit from the dry cleaners but a sign
nonetheless, if only a sign of their ineptitude,
or their business outgrowing itself
way too quickly to keep up their top-notch
fluff-and-fold service;
			
and then I wake up.
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Emari DiGiorgio
This Bomb Can't Return to Sender

1

The manila envelope is a map a window. The silver plane clip that closes
has closed this bit of air mail delivered the news a sudden explosion smoke
mirrored screams ash. We’re dropping bags of rice bundles of poems that might
start fires clog gutters streets sewage backs up. The world doesn’t need
so many words no return address this bomb can’t return to sender undisclosed
recipients a mass mailing this murder ink smeared rain-soaked package left
on doorstep someone else’s paper waterlogged circulars prom photos a birth
a death certificate the clippings my mother-in-law sends of hurricanes.
		
Hard to believe this comes from the sky because the earth
erupts with a force so violent it must’ve come from within. Always
the smudged glass of Hiroshima the World Trade Center’s gutted core
Cairo Tunisia Beirut…a pair of shoes or a single shoe blood-spattered
pavement one end of a jump rope’s frayed edges the other pink handle
perfectly intact. This isn’t a south Florida sinkhole. This isn’t a tsunami set off
along the Pacific Rim. This is a direct order a man in a plane a man flying
a drone. This is a missile manufactured in South Texas Chechnya Jiangsu Province
this is airmail a first class tragedy licked and sealed the last letter I wrote or the one
I didn’t send the girl’s blue shoe one half of a jump rope. This is all that’s left. This
map of before the dream after. That little clip holding the envelope closed
inside the envelope the envelope please. Please.

1 after Sarah Van Sander’s “Seed on Envelope” Graphite and Conté crayon on manila
envelope, 11” x 6”
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The Infant Corpses at the Home for Young Girls
All those babies, some stillborn, some born
into the still air of dank rooms. How many Our Fathers
to absolve their unoriginal sin shared with all fatherless kin?
A breed as bad or worse than orphans. When nuns wrote
death by natural causes, did they mean tsunami, lightning
strike, an infection that couldn’t heal without medical attention?
Unlucky kin borne by real Marys who wore shame’s nightshirt—
girls touched by boys and men, scarred by the short fall
from grace. I know why a young mother might kiss
her milk-drunk babe before covering nose and mouth
with one hand. Because she cannot protect her girl-child
from anything of consequence: birth’s bright death sentence.
Here, before any man’s hurt her, no woman’s shamed her,
no god’s judged. No other way to erect a shield large enough
to prevent every ache, that which splits spirit and skin. No way
to quell that other hunger: love, infinite and inadequate.
It’s pain from the beginning—that inexplicable spasm,
the first time you’re kicked from the inside.
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Toddler Pulled From Rubble in Aleppo
A stony forecast—sifting concrete, rebar, ash,
building’s blasted torso. What comfort
in dark of collapse: dry womb, throb
of ambulance heartbeat. Two minutes,
twelve seconds to pluck the girl from stone:
a small trophy the men lift to camera.
No blood, the child’s minute fists,
a stunned expression. My heart beats
in my eyes, the feel-good headline asks
me to define alive, “in life,” to survive
the daily blast, as witness or survivor.
In her crib, my child sleeps: stone cut
from bones; a mother’s love, an axe.
To believe this roof won’t collapse,
I build a storied fortress, a fiction:
heart’s bleating cry. After midnight,
my daughter calls, wants my heart’s beat—
to know the dream was a dream.
I sway/kiss/hum, building to a lullaby
that soothes and acts as talisman:
fiction my privilege enacts. My share
of calamity’s minute but inflated—
hot air balloon building heat, speed,
so far above survivors ground-bound,
digging barehanded through stone.
Sirens rattle: war’s ragged heart beats
in 4/4 time, passed down bloodline
until a heart beats still. To survive or
thrive: the distance between two buildings,
which end of axe in hand. Child, will
tomorrow bring more thrown stones?
Can we save the smoothest to rebuild?
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Paul Ferrell
Vertigo
My addiction is dumber than yours. I’ll bet this sweating slab of body on it. I’ll bet you a
single disembodied head shot through a wind tunnel. Flashes of red and green. Hooked
on incantations to bring back your dead daughters. A syllabus for ghosts. Ghost language
as useful as Latin is to a pig. Ghosts litter the hallways. Ghosts loiter in the lobby.
I’ll bet my addiction can beat up your addiction. You can’t hurt what you can’t see and
ghosts are invisible. Molding heads from other heads. Life still happens while you’re
thinking of someone else. A ghost steps out of the bathroom, platinum blonde and gray.
Ghost town covered in neon fog green like a bathtub of perfume.
Cut out of a ghost plummeting toward fields of rooftops. Revised structures as useful as
a bouquet that explodes in violets and violins. A peppers ghost so tall that no one minds
dying anymore.
Ghosts are patterns or myths or enough pills to lounge in the fumes of memories, smiling
like a hospital and awake the next morning smelling like a hospital, brain blinking red and
green in the fog.
You go to the movies. They are playing a cemetery called “St. Anesthesia”. Her face is silver.
It’s a ghost in a machine like a single frame caught melting on the screen. You reach for
that cloud to grab her.
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Amy Strauss Friedman
deicide (n.) - the act of killing a god
the flowers you bring me
always bloom red,
attracting monarch larvae.
i keep them in mason jars,
wait for glittering wings,
for semicolons to burst into
the light of exclamation.
but the game of memory
requires new tiles;
the matches are left
unmatched. your oaths
lift over the vanishing
earth; they flit in the wind
for someone else's comfort.
i've misinterpreted the ocean's
debris as a holy text,
the undertow as gospel.
words that stop just short
of language require an
exile all their own.
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Resting Place
The area under the eyes
where fear and fatigue
dangle and dance
in lilac shades
sheltered and sunk,
you wait for me, curled,
as lids above close like coffins.
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She Who Never Presented Herself Even When Present
The saplings tell her story,
now that my tongue's in another mouth.
The mulch can't keep them from sprouting
through my two-chambered heart.
All these years, and this is what I remember:
Her perpetually unloading the dishwasher,
toothpick arms trembling from night terrors by day,
her body a collapsing paper lantern of wiry limbs
hunched over the racks, confessing to each spotless glass:
Forgive me for the blood that weeps from my hands.
But red was all I knew of climate,
all that seasoned my food
since she carved my face through each of her palms
the day I was placed, still warm, in her arms.
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Kate Garklavs
Hills of silver, meadows of gold
“See those hills?” Bertrand asked. “They’re pure anthracite.”
“I don’t think so,” I said, “this region isn’t known for anthracite.”
“Malachite, then — I misspoke,” Bertrand said. I looked out
the window. The hills rolling by were perfectly ordinary,
scrubgrass and the occasional dead-ended shrub. “No,” I said,
“if they were malachite, the earth would have a greener tint.
Wild vegetation, at the very least.” Bertrand said nothing,
but I watched his mouth set an unhappy line, his eyes narrow
into weasel meanness. Beside the highway, the hills buoyed
wind turbines, cattle, the slow spinal grade of hand-driven fence.
One held a crumbling barn, just a frame hung with boards,
waning roof keeping watch over the dirt-packed floor.
We didn’t speak until we pulled off for lunch, where egg
creams salved the rift. Short-lived snowflakes dissolved
on the glass. I didn’t know it then — couldn’t have — but
by year’s end Bertrand would be gone, felled by a sudden
lung occlusion. His doctor first dismissed the spread, soft
bloom murking the curve of the ribs, but it branched beyond
benignity: reverse eclipse drowning the cavities with light.
Years later, on solo drives through familiar country, I would
train myself to view the land as Bertrand had, ascribing to hills
the hidden cities sheltered below, each footfall calling into
chambers of riches, byzantine beneath each esker and berm.
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Maggie Graber
Premature Elegy for the Early 21st Century Hipster
Mascot of the Age of Information:
your time will come.
Ask the curator at the Museum
of Human Histories, or
the geologist who loves volcanoes
so much, she’d camp on that lip
of rock to watch a pool of magma
bubble like tomato soup.
Who wouldn’t want to return
from logic’s ledge, say
they’ve listened to lava? One day
you will live in a glass case.
One day a graduate student will study
the significance of facial hair and flannel,
earning their Ph.D. after hours
of analyzing your cultural accumulations—
bowling trophies, berets, Soviet jackets—
how you dressed yourself in languages
you did not understand
yet no one claimed your name.
You, an existential dilemma.
I wonder if you’re already dead.
Wouldn’t you have been the first to know?
What dreams did you not share?
Did your neck pulse a bass line
of half notes? Did the sidewalk sewers
sing? Herds of taxicabs painted like tigers,
did the engines purr you to sleep?
No, I’ve come here like an evangelist
to tell you, except
forget Jesus. Forget how one day
someone will write their dissertation
on the cultural representations of Christ,
drawing parallels between the hipster beard
and a lack of transcendence. No.
Before you go, tell me
how the earth’s core is 9,800 degrees.
Tell me how you think it feels
to burn that deep.
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Clarissa Grunwald
Corpses for Frankenstein
I’ll collect pebbles for teeth,
oak leaves, and feathers that fall
under swing sets. Where do people go
to find dust these days? In the swamps
where alligators drift under tree roots
and turn into logs, the stones
are worshipping Medusa as their goddess.
When wolves wail at the moon
they catch the sun in their teeth
and bite down like it’s an overripe
nectarine with the juice dripping
into California pine forests.
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Electronic Father
The pink girl is woven tulle, she’s glass,
she’s sheer, silvery, wilted silken,
an open book shorn
of paper. The pink girl is a paper doll.
Momma married the android man,
hands that crank the lids from pickle jars.
His chin is rough with sawdust, his teeth
straight and cool as window panes.
His frown is built from wooden
wheels, and chains. Crunching
numbers and measuring skirt-lengths,
he creaks on by.
In the schoolyard the boys paint
themselves black and blue, conjure
swords from fence posts, shrugging
off their ties, the years, and gears
they’re running towards.
Their footprints trace
the edge-seams of the old woman’s yard.
She’s got a rocking chair that wobbles
side-to-side. One more year and one more year,
the boys grow old and disappear.
Spin her, spin her.
Spin ‘er, spinner, spinster—
Her backyard scrapyard’s silk and rust.
She sits, her needles clicking,
knitting clocks, and dolls, and dust.
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Alex Lemon
Lets Go You Lets Go Me
On the island
Of caring as much
As we can I am
A blimp bursting
Into flames. Each
Morning egg whites,
Sassafras tea before
We go to the valley
Where the deer
Go to die. Antler
Soup. We float
The muck in arks
Of ribcage, skull.
To practice creation
We loop floss around
Our pinkies & knot
Dragonflies to
The other end. It
Is a reward for all
The close calls
We have made
It through.
We look good
Smudged with
Dandelion, plush
With cardinal feathers.
At night, lying
Awake, our guilt
Rising up from
Us like solar flares,
I listen to the other
Beasts snore,
Wondering if they
Are as afraid
Of being alive
As I am. When
Morning comes
I am going to
Start building
A coffin that
I will each night
Until I am gone
Sleep & dream in.
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Some Days You Kill & Some Days Your Guts Bleed Out All Over The Kitchen
Tiles
The night air glitters.
Around me, the sharp
Voice of the breeze.
I treat the dead
As best as I can
In this blinding dark
Because they are always
Here, singing all around
Me. Each day it gets
More hot. I am afraid
It’s true: I would rather be
Wretched than nothing
At all—I am not
An animal, I am the
Animal. I say I want
All the answers but no
One really means
What they say.
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Sarah McCall
Dear Endings,
dear so-called discontinuation
of being, dear cease & desist,
redundant in terms & also – you fallacy, lover
of false finishes, I want to know,
once and for all, about closure –
doesn’t everyone? You aren’t god,
you’re something else. But explain faith
& lapses of Catholicism, fervent genuflecting
for years then bam, upright for life & -isms
that don’t end in Amen, thankfully. The faith
that keeps my grandmothers teetering on edges
resistant as my dog’s jaw on a bone:
Don’t take this from me, don’t you dare –
aren’t their graying crowns a denouement?
But no, each morning a wind-up breath
propels them back for just one more day.
I’m not sure if summer ended or if winter
won’t show up: my memory of four seasons
pummeled by global warming, if that’s even
a thing. You would know, wouldn’t you?
About denial of a proper service, like exes
that ping my phone years later – still there?
Trains whistle all night though I’m certain
the train yard is full of rusted cars tagged
& stagnant since I can remember. At night
when I can’t sleep I play The White Album
in my head, like a dream, but even that
has a fake-out – Her Majesty sneaks in after
The End. You love the heavy pauses,
don’t you? How you keep the wait just so,
immeasurable like space, like time – the tail
of a hurtling comet, its sparkling body unresolved,
directionless. It’s your universe, after all,
with fits & starts like doomsday now,
forever young tomorrow. And merciless, always.
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Ellene Glenn Moore
At Versailles
On the metro we are silent and not, my mother and I.
Window down, the damp air grins as we wind towards something violent,
all those sick hedges, the roses trimmed.
The guard asks me if I have a problem and my mother is uncomfortable,
but I am only footsteps. Later she laughs,
as if this strange gravel driveway were not a vast wound.
At Petit Trianon
she takes a photograph
in front of a window and I hardly smile,
that blue scarf wrapped over my shoulders,
head inclined towards my reflection in the glass,
where I am a ghost under milk clouds.
This is a metaphor for something I have lost,
but I cannot tell if I am the ghost
of myself sitting on that train, or the ghost of myself
looking at the picture, printed, framed on the piano; or
the ghost
of myself remembering now.
I am not on the train, I am not at the window.
This room turns on like a lightbulb, and somewhere
on this side of the canal
a motor is jawing a heavy, obscene pulse, just a hair off from my own.
As if we were two notes pitched at similar frequencies,
which flutter against each other, abusive, ajar.
As when habitually still air suddenly thrums
through a window just cracked—beating, it’s called.
As if displeasure were not enough.
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1996
This is how it happened: my father stood in the kitchen at midnight. I did not see him until
I opened the fridge and light spilled out, sliding over counters, illuminating his dark hush
as he sent me back to bed. I told no one because maybe it wasn’t true, although I wondered
who he might have been meeting there in that ocean of strange, beating night. What I mean
is that some memories turn tirelessly with the moon, some memories will not drown. When
I ran from the waves in my small dreams I did not stop to study the pattern of the sand.
Or, if I did, perhaps I only found the imprint of a hundred empty kitchens, handing their
transgressions to the night.
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Aaron Morris
Traumatized, Traumatizing
“Every word is like an unnecessary stain on silence and nothingness.”
						—Samuel Beckett
The shadows of my room are oily water
Through which the black dragonfish navigate
With lights that I can’t see.
The pods on their backs
Aren’t nautilidae hitching rides,
But words for nothingness from different parts of speech
That got the dragonfishes’ protection.
On that back, “zilch” is a verb,
			
As in, “I zilched your chin through constant shaving,”
Perhaps thinking of its fish’s barbel
			
Hanging like a thin, long strand of beard.
On another back, “nil” is a preposition,
As in, “There are no colors nil your crayon box.”
Then the words reveal
That they have studied human cells,
Performing mitosis and spreading out
To other parts of speech
So that, for instance,
		
“Nil” is also an adverb,
						
And “zero” becomes a conjunction,
As in, “Nothing zilches nil zerond emptily.”
“Zerond” and “emptily” are understood as the terms most in need of revision
Due to leaving too much room for hope.
“Zerond” is open to addition,
And “emptily” evokes pitchers poised to take in root beer.
Such revision will take place, no doubt.
They have that power.
Even my feet’s imprints in the room’s brown carpet
Are as fragile beneath the phrases’ waves
As footprints on the beach.
Beckett was wrong. These verbal copycats
Of the void can speak eloquently
For it on their own. Typography
Looks like a brank’s bridle holding the jaw
Of paper or digital, paper-like backgrounds,
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Like that of the e-mail in which you told me to shut up,
To never talk to you again.
The last time we met in person, I was outside,
You in your van. The sun, imitating the moon
Behind the glacial clouds, was lugubrious
As it shone on the falling snow. In the cold air,
Your running car’s exhaust pipe
Released a tornado, a larger version
Of our breaths, that sucked in
The black dragonfish larvae,
Those babies shaped like tuning forks
With eyes like blossoming wistaria
At the ends of thin, long vines.
The kids had not yet grown their teeth out,
Though they did while traveling through your car’s
System, where they learned that nada conveys
Both swimming and nothing.
You said you couldn’t stop to think about the larvae,
That you had too many issues to care.
It’s just like how I didn’t care when you,
Upon concluding your remarks and driving away,
Promptly crashed into a signboard
That said either “Traumatized” or “Traumatizing.”
My vision wasn’t 20/20.
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Elizabeth-Astrid Powell
Voodoo Acid Imprint
Once, on acid, your best guy friend looked
so deeply into your opened pupils
what he said pin-stuck in you—
that prediction-predilection
you keep living out, his long-ago
psychedelic hypnosis,
he opened you up like a study bible
inscribed his proverb so deeply
in your Chaka-khan charka
you became a living Psalter worthy of R & B—
twenty years later it’s all you can do
to keep your soft summer dresses on
when you think of him.
Maybe love is a vessel for a prophecy
you can’t put down for fear of breaking.
One June evening, you may remember
the sweet smell of clover in the field
where you lay, while he straddled you laughing,
holding down your arms-- not with meanness.
Smelling of his garage band, blue aluminum and grass,
he sang the zigzag brain static of constant lovemaking
into your body’s Victor Victrola
imprinting your mnemonic for good sex—
his old space at your lookout point
where whatever it was he said is now the water
from which your whole impossible life flows.
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Regarding My Autopsy
I
When they pronounced me DOA, the glass doors
of the hospital opened for me like jaws,
as they rolled me to the morgue. I hovered
above the gurney sweet as marijuana smoke.
It was so black, the white sheet flimsy as a veil, slipping off me.
The spirit’s permanent stutter, trying to get the unsaid out into the reddening sky.
The Velcro pull of soul from body—
the diving into darkness so chill it froze each query
at its birth-- I thought where is my car? Where are my children?
The question was—
something I had to remember.
The glass doors swishing open and shut like a thresher.
I kept forgetting—
how did I die?
II
On the clipboard. Other notes.
Item: One wallet, black, one hundred and twenty two dollars
Item: A gold wedding band, inscription 9/7/83
Item: one set of keys
Item: one roll of peppermint lifesavers, unopened
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Item: Ray Ban aviator sunglasses, left side bent
Items: a beige v-neck sweater (ripped in front), tan khakis, blue button-down shirt (buttons
missing), burgundy oxford shoes, brown leather belt
Above the Medical Examiner’s table, a sign in Latin—
Hic locus est ubi mors gaudet succurrere vitae—
This is the place where Death rejoices to teach those who live.
Terrible angels dream-hover taking notes:
Desires 420 grams, ambitions 301 grams.
State of Grace: Limbo.
But the examiner’s scalpel is sharper
than the divinest quill.
III
Can you hear me?
Yes. I can hear you.
Tell me what the report says.
It says: Your heart weighs 290 grams. It says: congestive heart failure.
Are you sure? I see you in a summer field, Vermont a long time ago.
Yes, I’m sure. Your heart was unsure.
I can smell the top of your infant head.
Maybe you’re death-dreaming.
I think you were my daughter. Didn’t teach you how to drive?
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That’s what I’m saying.
IV
Then I owe you an apology.
I’ m not sorry for my life…but I’m sorry for something,
The other corpses in the morgue still on their stretchers,
mock me with their decorous stillness, their hospital tubes and plastics,
the whites of their eyes have turned hen’s egg brown.
The terrible angels wield their long tweezers,
Strange extractors. I am weary—
the sensation I once had—
unable to stop, the toboggan threshing me down the hill—
please, if you are my daughter, conjure that which was once me
putting a soft blanket over you at midnight.
I ‘ve left you nothing but narrative to appease your afflictions—
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Condolence in Cement
Make your partings complete.
Don’t roll them over and over
like a worry stone, until your hands are dry and cut,
your mind wave-worn as a cliff hit by incoming tides.
What’s goodbye but a prayer for releasing
what has passed, as flowers send pollen into the wind?
Let your goodbyes be direct and clean as a master’s
sketch, brush strokes that finally get the flower’s
essence—art so true even we will believe
those marks on paper bloomed a flower.
Let it all be complete,
don’t try to reverse what’s been undone
with your thought’s bulldozer. Make way –
even the future can’t retrieve what’s left behind,
the sealing cement poured in the gap:
More adamant than stone.
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Epilogue
This reckless daughter
kept using I statements
You were turning off
the auditorium lights were really
headlights
shattering
sound of the switch		
brake ignition ditch
The stage was an abandoned car wreck
The scene stuttering		
what happened?
Sirens wailed the cops’ arrival—I was using I
statements to call 911,		
but they merely inquired
about stage direction, location,
character motivation.
They advised all ghosts
exit the ramp		
or the trick door stage right
But the ghosts were under union
contract
stagehands delivering scripts
to the unconscious
the way
drama always works--you’re unaware of something
you know, but walk toward it
because secrets are symmetrical,
yellowheadlights
wintershatter
		
hysterical daffodils waving
early spring 		
ActOneTwoThree
come and gone like lust, there must be
a de-briefing where you try
talking me down from the stage
as if you talked another kind of actress from a ledge,
feeling of falling out		
that window
until
the waking
older men, legs in aisle		
round heads 		
someone should Supreme Court scream		
in this theater they never do. 		

moons
Fire 		

light sleep
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I had to live the truth 		
even if it ruined the play		
Still
that one 		
non-metaphoric light
on you.
Spotlight
searchlight
coplight
foresight
it is truth
or some version of avoiding it,
compelled like a sex-addict-badass-poet-pothead
bad childhood		
car-wrecked dead businessman
I kept using I statements
you doing what didn’t work
over and over
as if
welding a car from the staged smashup
headlights
sirens moons
balconies
I dropped to my knees, but no audience
heard—only the sleeping men and
my soliloquy of me
passing like roadside trees
Cherryblossomsnow
bridge down		
road out		
oil slick
For our acting technique		
we fooled ourselves,
asking the same things
those ghosts had,
ghosts that looked		
like us.
under the grave of the symphony pit,
invisible
music to which we danced to
made-up, costumed,		
I entered the secret
with a key, banged on it with authority—
as if we weren’t invisible
a dialogue tag		
for a dog tag
you
tried to put on the directional signals		
						light
You said: Come on say it already,
before you hemorrhage at the scene
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the emergency
on/off/on/off

Nathan Stabenfeldt
Against Entropy
in the grains of my hands
preserved in salt
the maze of a room with everyone in it
such impossible elegy
that particulate waves
move through us
mostly vegetable now
our bodies filled with starlight
both particle and wave
our hands have reached
for torches in the dark
fire is fire
the parachute deployed at the moment of impact
another word for I love you
in eternal return
the helicopter blade
what you have been told
you have been told before
below the surface of the ice
the breathing hole has frozen shut
tusked and dark
in burlap, a song
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Languor Angels
was it green eyes flecked with gray
or gray eyes flecked with green
you know bloom is another name
for a school of jellyfish
and do you remember what happens
in the dream the shadow goes by
in the time it takes the brain
to flip the image right side up
because there’s an answer
to every question but one
that’s the whole point of the doorframe in the desert—
no surprises on the other side
I want to do something generic like
answer the telephone
a stimulating conversation
on the most relevant of issues
parentless clouds destroy themselves
and what have you done for me lately?
the last words of an infamous playwright
remark the simple pleasure in peeling an orange
the way a daisy can blossom from the barrel of a gun
or a tiny flag with words
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Jonathan Travelstead
God Particle, Rabble-rouser
In my mind it’s always a Mexican stand-off between Switzerland
or Sweden. The scientists from one of those countries where we get
our chocolates or cheese cannonball two luchadores
in opposite directions around the planet so when the numbnuts
smash their lycra-splashed skulls together all our mirrors’ blind spots
come clear as if the cloudiness were polished out
with toothpaste. Only now they’ve done it & I still haven’t seen
the Invisible Man they promised would knit together from gunsmoke.
Oh, yeah, & the wifi’s still broke. None of my body doubles showed
for my four AM shift at Mickey D’s where my forearms
get scalded from emptying grease traps while Pam gets her second smoke on
in the ten minutes we’ve been open. I had a teacher once say
China would mass produce black holes we could study up close,
that a fully-loaded Mack truck tractored into one
would plunge a teaspoon plumb to the earth’s core. What I said?
I said I’d knock anyone upside his goddamn monocle who even thinks
of dropping any clickety-clack ball bearings in a particle accelerator.
Who wants another chain reaction of economic upheaval
from rapid, cascading shifts in the technology sector?
Sure, I’m getting paid fifteen dollars per hundred burger flips,
but come January one they’re replacing Pam— our last counter girl—
with a screen because the computer’s only vices
are bricks & smudged thumbs. I’m the last lucky drone still assembling
your false satisfaction, so you tell me I really want another
goddamn epoch of transition from corn syrup to bouillon base,
cellulose to silicon? Fuck you. You can have it.
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John Urban
In a Foyer
A golden-framed oil glistens,
Darkly marked New York 1927.
Outside, in the schoolyard below,
Boys knuckle down in the dirt.
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ART
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Zach Barnard

'
Blue Light Pick Me Up Cafe
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Four Moon Tavern
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Catherine Kelly

Christine
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Elizabeth Lopez

It's Never the Answer
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Artist's Name

PTSD
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Mia Makila

My New Skin
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The Taste of Time and Paranoia
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Not a Phallus
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All the Bears in My Garden
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Strings Attached
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Jacklyn Porter

Untitled 1
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Untitled 2
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Untotled 3
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Angela Willetts

Construct
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Exigent architecture
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Ipseity
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Kidney
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Brian Williams

Nefarious 3
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Nefarious 4
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FICTION
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Damyanti Biswas
In the Fox's Parlour
We’ll meet outside the city at noon, wheelchairs clanking, and I’ll teach you how to make
out with a fox. Foxes have longer tongues than women. They will reach into your throat,
down to your stomach. They’ll extract your truth, pleasuring you the while.
If you’re in pain, they’ll find its hard ball, stroke it till it dissolves on their black tongues.
Don’t be afraid, they will do it at noon, under a tent of prayer flags strung together on
three bamboo sticks. Three is magic: you, me, and the fox.
Your family tells you be thankful for what you got, of the way you can paint tracks on sand
with your wheelchair. I’ll show you how to dance, walk on your palms, your head, your
wrists. Who needs feet?
You’ll walk on your hands up the stairs to the fox’s parlour, festooned with painted scenery
of wild geese and wars on the outside, painted inside a bright indigo blue. She’ll brush the
stumps of your thighs with her tail, she’ll tell you there’s no tomorrow. No friends, nor
enemies, only the living, now.
With the fox on your lap, your sorrows will be nothing, like phantom itches on your legs.
You, me, the fox will dance. The fox’s legs shall make up for ours.
One of us will turn into a fox. You choose which.
On the way back to the city we’ll track the sand with phantom feet: ridiculous, like our
sorrows, small as shadows at noon.
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Susan Taylor Chehak
The Rover and Mr. Fox
There’s this: “May hope sustain you, / Friends surround you, / And love give you
strength.”
Flowers. Scrolls. Soft watercolors. Subdued shades of gray.
This: “When someone you love becomes a memory, / The memory becomes a
treasure.”
And this: “Those we love don’t go away, / They walk beside us every day, / Unseen,
unheard, but always near, / So loved, so missed, so very dear.”
All these notes I’ve opened and read. I’m taking care of business. I’ve emptied your
closets. Clothes and shoes. Your razor, your comb. Your papers and your books. What’s left
behind here in the house are empty places, blank spots that I will have to find some way to
fill.
People tell me: “Don’t forget to eat.” “Go out, now that you can.” “It’s time to get on
with your life.”
It’s not like your death was unexpected. It wasn’t a tragedy. We knew what was what,
and I was waiting for it, you were hoping for it. Today? Will it be today? The crush of the
anticipation almost killed me, but in the end there was no drama. It was quick and easy.
An accident, that’s all. Nothing to do with me. You were angry. You tried to get out of bed
on your own. You couldn’t wait one second for me to finish what I was doing and come
help. So you fell. An ambulance. The hospital. A choice: surgery or not? Afterward it just
got worse and worse. And now you’re gone.
Forgive me, Darling.
I’m sitting at the kitchen table. Sipping coffee. Staring out the window, swimming in
the stillness. The clock chimes the half hour, but time means nothing to me anymore. I can
do whatever I like. I can stay fixed this way all day long, and no one will know or complain
or ask what are my plans.
I’ve disconnected our phone. I don’t want to hear from anyone. No more condolences.
No more invitations. I’m alone and free and maybe this makes me happy. Maybe I wake
with joy. Maybe I sleep with joy. Maybe I go about the business of my day with joy seeping
in like a light under the door in a darkened room with the walls all painted gray. Maybe
there’s no pain in here. Maybe the silence emboldens me, and maybe I will sing.
But now there’s come a notice in the mail. It’s a letter from the bank. They want
money. A payment is overdue. So I pretend to be a normal person. I plug the phone back
in and clear my throat and place the call to work things out. They give me thirty days
and I’m grateful for that. Thank you and good-bye. Seconds after I’ve hung up, the phone
shrieks and maybe it’s you, calling me from somewhere. I close my eyes and cover my ears.
I could ignore you. I could put the poor phone out of its misery by yanking the cord from
the wall.
The day is gloomy and dark with storms, and a knot of fear is tangling in my gut. I
haven’t enjoyed my breakfast. I’ve skipped lunch altogether. I’ve made a pot of coffee and
then let the cup grow cold.
In the end I give in and answer, but anyway, it isn’t you.
Oh Duckling, of course it isn’t.
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He says he knew you well, although when he speaks his name, it’s not familiar to
me. You never mentioned it. But he says, you grew up together. Childhood friends. Old
chums from way back when. Bicycles and the creek in the gully across the street. Games of
football in the yards. Sledding on the hills. Secrets shared. A tree house. A train set in the
garage.
“Your husband was a fine friend,” he tells me. “You must miss him now.”
The silence on the line is vast as he waits for my response. Our breathing is faintly in
sync.
“He didn’t suffer,” I say at last. And: “At least there’s that.” And: “Thank you.” And:
“Good-bye.”
Well done, Cupcake. Well done.
When the phone calls out to me again this morning, I can’t say I’m surprised and I
know who it is and I guess I’ve left it connected on purpose because maybe I am lonely
after all.
“You knew him?”
“He never mentioned me?”
When I say no, he supposes you must have forgotten about him. If so, he understands.
It was many years ago. When you were young. Before I was in your life. Before I was even
born.
The two of you were boyhood friends. Pals, buddies, thick as thieves. “Your husband
was a joker, did you know that?”
This is news to me.
“He liked to play pranks.”
I hold the receiver to my ear and listen to this man’s voice. It’s deep and slow, with a
bit of a lisp and a slight twang that’s just enough to make him sound wholesome, even
young. The way he hesitates. The way he stutters a bit, searches for a word, is careful in his
expression. This makes him seem gentle somehow.
“He was fun. A clown. A barrel of laughs, your husband, when we were boys. Always
up to no good.”
But what he’s telling me, I can’t quite believe.
He says, “You must miss him. I know I do.”
I say your name, just to be sure we’re talking about the same man, in case there’s been
some mistake and he’s referring to somebody else. People read obituaries and prey upon
widows. Or so I’ve been told.
“We didn’t call him that then,” he says. “He was just Mr. Fox to us. As in crazy like a…
We all had nicknames. Mine was the Rover because I had a wandering eye.” He pauses.
“But that’s been fixed now. For years. My eyes are fine. My memory is good. I remember
everything, clear as a bell, like it happened yesterday. It’s right here, all of it, in my head.
Nobody calls me the Rover anymore. Did you ever call him Mr. Fox?”
No. Of course not. I never called you that. I used your name when I had to. Your
endearments were old-fashioned.
Darling. Angel. Button. Lambkin. Duckling. Cupcake. Dear.
I might just end this right here. All it will take is a brisk, “Well it’s been nice talking to
you.” And, “I have to go now.” And so, “Good-bye.” Maybe even, “Thank you.” Then that
will be the end of that.
But I say nothing. I stand at the big window, looking out at the lawn that needs
mowing, through the glass that needs washing. How am I supposed to manage all this on
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my own? The storm windows and the screens. The gutters full of leaves. A lawn to mow,
then rake, then mow again as the seasons turn. A walk to shovel and sweep. For the first
time it occurs to me I might sell our house. Move into an apartment, say. Simplify, pare
down, find a place just big enough for me.
He’s still talking. “I sort of dropped out of sight,” he says. “I went away.”
He pauses, waiting for me to be polite, pretend I care, ask him, “Where did you go?”
And, “Why?” But I only say, “Oh.” Or something. Not even that. Just, “Uh-huh.” As if I’m
not really listening, so he can imagine I’m holding the phone to my ear with my shoulder,
doing something else with my hands as he talks on. Rolling out a batch of dough, say. Or
filing my nails.
“There was an accident,” he explains. “Someone was hurt. Someone was killed. It
might have been my fault.”
He’s lying, Buttercup.
“We were only just kids. Twelve and thirteen. But I was more mature, maybe. Because
my mother… See, she had problems of her own and my father was gone and I had no
brothers or sisters, so it was just me and her for a long time. But then she married again
and he was all right. He had money, anyway.”
I wait.
“My mother was a beautiful woman, see. So she needed to have beautiful things. That’s
just the way it was.”
I nod.
“We took a car, Mr. Fox and me and another kid. We didn’t steal it. Just borrowed it
for a while. I thought we might take her for a drive, but that never happened. Instead, we
missed a corner and there was a fence and we rolled and this kid… Nobody wore seat
belts then. We had the windows down. It was summer. First we were flying, then we were
rolling. When I opened my eyes, I was on the road and Mr. Fox was in the ditch, but that
other kid was gone, thrown so far afield it took some time to find him on the other side
of the fence. Strings were pulled and a deal was made, so Mr. Fox didn’t get sent off to the
reformatory. Boarding school for him, see. He swore he wasn’t driving anyway, so it wasn’t
all his fault. I was in the hospital for a month. And then I was in rehab. And then I was in
jail.”
What a sob story, Lambkin.
I’ve stopped paying attention. I’m thinking about that apartment instead. I’ll call a
Realtor. Get on it right away, before something comes along to change my mind.
I tell the Rover I’m sorry. And then, “I have to go. There’s someone at the door.”
“Okay,” he says, though he sounds disappointed. “I’ll call you later then?” It’s a
question I don’t answer. I hang up. The line is dead.
Later, when the phone starts screaming at me again, I jump on it because I think it
might be the Realtor calling me back.
But no, it’s just the Rover. That friendly twang and the depth of his voice, rattling in
his throat. Low and deep and ruined. “It’s me,” he growls.
I snarl back. “What do you want?”
He says, “I don’t want anything.” But that’s not true. He wants me to listen. He wants
to be sure I know all about who you were and what you did, once upon a time.
He tells me that when they let him out and he came back home to live with his
mother, she was divorced again. She was a drunk. She was on her own. She experienced
blackouts. He’d find her on the floor, and she wouldn’t be able to explain what happened.
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She had a closet full of beautiful dresses and an address book full of friends. Cocktail
parties and clubs. Probably there were men too, but he says he paid no attention to that.
She had the big house all to herself, and he took the rooms above the garage.
I’m worried that the Realtor might be trying to call and will find the line busy and
won’t call back. But the Rover won’t stop talking. He just goes on and on.
He says he was only home for the summer. He was working downtown at the
newspaper, filing subscriptions and keeping his nose clean. Staying out of sight, mostly. In
September he’d leave for college and get back on track.
I can’t get a word in edgewise.
At night he saw the lights on in the house. Cars in the driveway. Music. Laughter,
conversation, shadows. It was more than just the booze. There were pills too. And she
couldn’t remember everything. He didn’t ask. He didn’t want to know.
That’s when you show up. You come around one summer afternoon, with a case of
beer and a head full of good times, but the Rover isn’t home. You sit out by the pool to
wait, and his mother comes out in her blue kimono and her black bathing suit and silver
sandals on her feet. She’s fooling around, dancing a little, singing a little, but she’s been
drinking as usual so she slips, but you’re not there to catch her yet, so she falls and rolls
over the edge, into the water. You play the hero and jump in to save her.
What was she then, in her forties? A beautiful woman, he says. Diamonds and gold
and that black bathing suit. Her long red hair.
I feel something turning in me. A beast, working. Its eyes open. It moves in me, this
beast. Scaled. Slant-eyed. Oh, it’s huge, and it turns in me.
“What else?” I ask. “What else did Mr. Fox do?”
Nothing, Button.
“Nothing,” he says. His voice is soft now, almost a whisper. Then, “I’m sorry.” Then,
“That’s all I’ve got.” Then: “Good-bye.”
Mr. Fox says, Cupcake, it’s just as well.
For days now, I haven’t been able to sleep. It’s like he’s in me somehow. On my mind,
in my heart, pounding in my veins, turning in my stomach. I have no face to put to him.
Only the voice. And the words, the lisp, the twang, the stutter, the growl. And that one eye,
wandering away.
Sitting with the phone, in the kitchen, at the table, I am calm and cold and clear. I’ve
caught him with caller ID. I punch the number, wait. Hear the ringing and his mother’s
house blooms in my mind. A wide street, with a long lawn, many rooms, and through
them the howling of the telephone, with me on the other end, as patient as the hours.
I figure it will take him some time to get to it. His mother has been dead for years and
he lives alone. So the howling goes on and on until I’ve about had enough, until I’m about
to give up and click off and move on, when there he is. Not, “Hello?” But, “What?” So I
say your name. He’s silent, then, “What do you want?” I don’t know. What do I want? He
waits, then hangs up.
You’ve done the right thing, Dear.
It’s later in the day. The sun has set. I’ve spent some time cleaning the house, prepping
it for sale. I started with the oven. Then I got down on my knees and scrubbed the kitchen
floor. Now I’ve had a bath and poured myself a drink and nibbled on crackers and
chocolate and cheese to steady the tremble in my hands. A diamond on my finger. Pearls
at my throat. Emeralds in my ears. A blue kimono. A black bathing suit.
When I call back this time, it only cries out once before a woman answers in a lilting
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tone: “Hello?”
And I say, “May I please speak to him?” I don’t say his name, but she knows what I
mean.
“He can’t talk to you.”
“Why not?”
She snaps: “Stop calling here. He has nothing more to say. Leave him alone, all right?
He isn’t well.”
She’s hung up on me. There’s the silence, then the scolding: “If you’d like to make a
call—” I slam the receiver down. I’m pulling at my hair. I’ve taken off my rings and thrown
them across the room. I kick the cabinet. I knock over a chair. I’m about to tip the table
onto its back when Mr. Fox whispers, Calm down now, Duckling.
I stop. I will not call again. I don’t need him or you or anyone. I can go about my own
business now. I’ll sell this house. I’ll move into an apartment of my own.
This morning there’s a For Sale sign in the yard and I’m out here clearing the garage.
I’d like to tell the Rover what I’m doing. That I’m getting on with my life now, and all
because of him. I’d like to thank him, I think.
Now your gray hair is red. Your chin grows a beard. Your teeth gleam. Your eyes are
dark and darting. My Mr. Fox. I could almost fall in love with you all over again.
Mr. Fox sighs, You are my Angel.
The Rover told me you were Mr. Fox, you were clever, and you played tricks. He said
he was the Rover and he’d moved on. He said you came knocking at her door and she let
you in. You sat with her. You held her hand. You poured another, added ice, watched her
fall apart. You made her be beautiful, but she let you be sly.
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Jeff Fleischer
The Paper Cut
Stupid paper cuts.
There aren’t many things more infuriating than a deep paper cut. An infinitesimal
fragment of a second earlier, your finger feels absolutely normal, and then there’s that
sudden, stinging, sharp pain that feels like it will never go away. The blood starts seeping
out instantly. Before you even realize you’ve been cut, there’s bright red fluid all over your
finger, usually getting on the rest of your hand.
Most of the time, not much comes of it. You suck the blood off your finger for a couple
seconds, throw on a bandage. No big deal.
Not this time.
In an example of remarkable dumb luck, the piece of paper Jason Rollins happened to
accidentally slash across his finger also happened to contain an original ink landscape by
Masaki Okajima, one of the seminal artists of imperial Japan. Okajima, along with most of
his life’s work, was forever lost during the Allied bombardment of Tokyo. That made this
piece of paper irreplaceable, and therefore extremely valuable.
Less valuable than it was now that it had a long streak of Jason’s blood on it, but no less
irreplaceable.
The reality of what had happened dawned on Jason quickly, though that fragment of a
second didn’t let him react in time to stop it. Like the time he’d locked his car keys in
the car, part of his brain saw it coming, but couldn’t fire his synapses fast enough to do
anything about it.
The situation was bad enough for Jason, but made worse by this being his first day as
an assistant collections manager after five years as a docent, tour guide and curator. He
couldn’t think of a worse way to ingratiate himself with the collections chair, Charlotte
Kincade, than to destroy a priceless work on day one. Getting fired was a sure thing, and
he couldn’t very well get his old job back either. Just fired, if he was lucky. They could sue
him too, take his house and his car and his bank account as partial compensation.
He’d been so careful with the exhibit, which made things more disappointing. He’d taken
each piece from one frame to another with the utmost care, touching them gently at the
edges to prevent sweat or prints getting on the artwork. Now he wished he’d used gloves
instead.
Jason’s brain ran through the stages of grief until he settled on reevaluation. He could hear
Ms. Kincaid’s high heels echoing through the mostly empty museum hallway, and knew
she’d be in his workspace soon, not giving him much time for a solution or explanation.
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He grabbed a rag from the eyeglass case in his pocket, and started dabbing the blood. This
succeeded in removing some of it, but more was already dry and—Jason realized to his
horror— while he’d kept the cut finger off the paper, blood had gotten onto the palm of his
hand. Some had rubbed off onto the drawing, leaving a prominent red streak.
Already in for a pound, Jason quietly walked to the men’s room, holding the ink drawing
behind his body to make sure no passing docent could see what he was doing. Once
inside, he checked each stall to make sure he was alone, used the trash can to block the
door, and gingerly placed the drawing down so that it straddled two sinks. Looking at
it, he saw the blood had spread down the page faster than he’d realized. He noticed that
the artist’s signature was in red characters, and hoped for a second that such a fact might
prove useful. But the seventy-year-old ink maintained a more vibrant hue than did the
minutes-old dry blood.
His next idea was to dampen a paper towel and try to wash off the blood. At first, the
faucet released no water, so he turned the handle more, and was greeted with a sudden
blast of cold water that splattered onto the paper. Jason attempted to wipe the droplets
with a paper towel, but the water and the pressure from his hand combined to make
Okajima’s ink run. The leaves of his trees now looked as if they were falling and blown
by a mighty wind, but only in the most impressionist sense. The sun appeared to be
melting, and the seawater looked too much like real water. Jason considered turning these
explanations into his presentation, trying to pass them off as the artist’s intent. Maybe Ms.
Kincade didn’t know the piece that well… Jason realized that was a stupid idea. This wasn’t
quite the Mona Lisa suddenly crying or David losing an arm, but it was still an obvious
desecration of an iconic piece.
Jason considered making a run for it, just taking the drawing and getting out of there.
That idea died quickly. He’d clocked in, so everyone knew he was in the building, and the
drawing had some kind of sensor he didn’t understand that protected it against theft.
As he wrapped a paper towel around his cut finger to try denying the wound any air, he
realized he had no plan at all. He was stuck in the men’s room with the carcass of one of
the great works of the twentieth century. He looked at the drawing again. Now stained.
Now water damaged. He could hear his boss’s heels echoing again, getting louder as she
entered the gallery he’d been assigned. She would know the drawing was missing in a
matter of seconds.
Stupid paper cuts.
-30-
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Nik Gallicchio
Hunger
The boy was born with an appetite for truth.
“I love you.” Mommy’s words poured forth from an endless fountain, and the boy
lapped up the truth as though it was a runny sunrise of a yolk.
He feasted on it. “I love you,” she said, and it was simple and true, and the boy fell
asleep dreaming dreams of Mommies who lived forever and mouths whose words were
always baked from grains of truth.
One morning, he woke up with a quarter under his pillow in exchange for his tooth.
Mommy smiled at him with a tooth-fairy reason behind her lips, and that was the moment
of his first hunger pang.
When the boy began his schooling, another boy said, “Hunch over so I can see your
answers. We’re friends, you and I.” But it wasn’t true, and the boy grew hungry.
School had been a place where 2 plus 2 were makings of a hearty meal, but now when
the teachers nodded and said, “Columbus,” and “Thanksgiving,” and “Manifest Destiny,” he
couldn’t digest the myth of cornucopia and maize and the Trail of Tears left a bitter taste
in his mouth because even that story forgot the foreign disease that left natives’ corpses in
its wake, making the soil so fertile in this new land. Instead, he read about how Columbus
sold little girls into slavery, and even though those facts were hard to swallow, he wouldn’t
feel hungry for an hour or two because of them.
He grew thin and tall and Mommy’s love wasn’t enough to fill him anymore, so he
talked to a girl. They picked fruit off trees and he watched her bite in, juice dribbling down
her chin and tracing a fine line down the length of her arm. They lay on the hood of a
car in a cornfield harvest of stars, and he told her he loved her, and she said it back, but it
tasted all wrong to him, like the flesh of a peach bit into too early.
He grew taller and thinner and hungered even more. When he flew to far-off places
to nourish himself on overseas truth, he saw from the airplane the soil of the Midwest
tortured into obedient square farms, the land a vast sheet of graph paper with no patch of
earth left to grow wild, true to its nature.
He took his camera to try to capture the truth so he could savor it. In Kosovo, he
snapped a photo of an infant being passed through a barbed wire fence. He zoomed in
on the hopscotch children giggling in front of Chicago’s Cabrini Green projects whose
windows winked down at him with jagged eyes. But those he photographed in the 3 by
5s wouldn’t stay captured, held captive in the frame. On assignment in Sudan, he clicked
away in a barren field of rocky dirt and straw. A baby crouched, forehead kissing the
ground, as if in prayer. The beads on her necklace could be counted as easily as her ribs.
Her skin stretched tight against the bone. She was starving. His stomach and her stomach
growled together, sounding as though a pride of ravenous lions lurked nearby.
He approached quietly. Five steps behind her sat a hunched vulture, patiently waiting
with its full feather coat and hooked beak, its beady eyes watching the tiny girl—an
ominous babysitter.
He had been ordered against touching any of the people here by his bosses who were
stuffed full of bottom lines and subscription numbers. They cried, “Disease!” They crowed,
“Not our responsibility!” but the boy knew that wasn’t the exact truth. He shot photos
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of the baby whose prayers were or weren’t answered when her belly stopped growling
minutes later. The only sound was the clicking of his camera. The vulture sidled closer and
he shooed the bird away, but even in the air, the vulture kept its shadow over the baby girl.
He held it at bay until his helicopter came. He pictured her Mommy still in line at the UN’s
feeding center, holding out her hands for grain that wouldn’t feed her baby now. He had to
go, go, let me go, don’t let me go, don’t let me go, the girl’s captured image said to him, and
his hands that took the picture were the ones that left her untouched, unnourished by his
honest wish to let her know that someone was there. That someone cared. That she wasn’t
alone.
Back home, when the man photographed a toddler blowing bubbles, his fingertips
turned to talons. He snapped away at a bundled child building a snowman, but the picture
didn’t look right because he’d taken it hunched against the cold, casting a shadow on the
snow.
He scavenged and picked over his days for bits of truth to survive on while everyone
around him seemed to grow full and fat of “How are you?” “Fine.”s and “have a nice day!”s
Now he was an old man with Mommy a mere black-and-white memory, and he tried
to feed himself at diners at the break of day, but the waitress’s smile couldn’t satisfy him,
because it was quick and didn’t crinkle the edges of her eyes. He couldn’t believe her smile,
even if he saw her every morning, because she saved her true smiles for her own little boy.
And she couldn’t understand this odd old man with the wrinkled shirt who ordered hot
peaches and cream crepes and who, day after day, let it grow cold, untouched.
Another patron was a stooped man who carried his own strawberry syrup with him
every morning and chatted with the man who ate truth about the weather and that idiot
who just got elected.
With every conversation that kept him in touch with these people, he tried to touch
the baby’s hand, but he never could reach her, because when he’d had the chance, he hadn’t
done it—hadn’t been true to everything he believed. And that was what ate him up inside.
He wanted to tell the syrup man: “I should’ve stayed with her.”
He wanted to be honest with the waitress: “I have nightmares.”
He wanted to confess to the baby girl: “Every night, the vulture plucks your veins like
violin strings. I see your heart lie still behind your wishbone ribs.”
In the news, he read about corpses that were used to feed dogs and how a Mommy
had killed her own baby boy, and all of this was true, but he couldn’t take it, couldn’t take
it anymore. The boy who hungered for truth had grown up into a man who saw that the
truth couldn’t sustain him. That to be satiated, he’d have to become a weaver of tooth-fairy
tales, daily white lies, history’s wishbone fables. And he knew he couldn’t. He didn’t want
to be full of empty falsehoods, and he didn’t want to scavenge for gruesome truth just to
stay alive another hour.
Into the wide world, his starving, shaking steps shambled him forward an inch, and
then an inch more. And the boy who hungered for truth was the man who wondered if
this inch, hour, sunrise, would be his last.
His eyes searched out a face that was telling the truth. He saw nothing.
His ears listened for honesty. All he heard was his stomach. It growled.
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Mollie McNeil
Newborn
The baby howled at 3 a.m. and jerked Cynthia awake for the fifth time that night.
Pain stabbed her abdomen as she rolled over. Recovering from a C-section and soothing
a colicky newborn as a single parent was so exhausting that she wanted to cry right along
with the baby. Dozens of student reports crowded her nightstand, and she needed to be
lucid to correct them. But after weeks of sleepless nights, her thoughts had only become
more jumbled. And now the grades were due. Frustrated, she swatted the papers off the
table and let them crash to the floor. The nursing baby startled and bit down hard on her
nipple, and now, Cynthia really did cry along with her infant. She couldn’t ignore the
phone calls from work, the taps at the front door, or the essays any longer, or she wouldn’t
have a teaching job to return to—but if she didn’t get a few more hours of sleep, she knew
she’d lose her mind entirely.
Once the baby fell back to sleep, Cynthia climbed out of bed and scrawled a note to a
fellow teacher, begging her to finish her grading for her. Nobody at work was supportive of
her having a child on her own at forty, but this one colleague might help. She crammed the
papers into an envelope, slapped on stamps and, clutching her belly so as not to rupture
the stitches, hobbled outside to the mailbox. On her return to the front door, she picked
up the garden trowel lying by the mat, shoved its triangular tip under the doorbell, and
wrenched the whole mechanism off in one pop. Then she went back to her bedroom,
yanked down the blinds, dug out some earplugs, stuffed the phone in a drawer, dialed the
fan up, and dropped into a deep sleep.
Standing at the kitchen sink peeling potatoes and shelling peas late at night three
months later, Cynthia had adjusted to the blurry feelings and isolation that arose from
sleeping whenever the baby slept. It wasn’t a relaxing sabbatical, but she enjoyed being
free from an entirely cerebral life. She didn’t miss the pressure of writing new lectures
or the long hours of grading. Being needed in this primal and fleshy way made her feel
mysteriously connected to the deepest waters of humanity. Her daughter was already fed
and happily lying on a quilt, kicking her feet under the musical mobile as Cynthia popped
apples in the oven to bake, mashed yams, and spooned the skinned potatoes into the
boiling water. In this kitchen, fragrant with cinnamon, she mused on the ways mothers for
thousands of years have fed their children. She and her baby both ate only soft foods now.
It made things simpler. Cynthia stirred the peas on the stove top, sipped her tea, and then
suddenly spit it out. Too bitter, she decided and switched to milk instead.
Two months later, Cynthia was still padding around in her bedroom slippers with
her hair pulled back in a hasty ponytail. She folded a pile of laundry while her daughter
gurgled from her windup swing. Cynthia liked wiggling her fingers in the terry cloth
towels and feeling the silky bumps of the fabric. She sunk her nose into a towel and
inhaled its scent. Her white sweats had shrunk and turned so pink in the wash that they
now nearly matched her daughter’s onesies. She chuckled. Both mother and daughter were
putting on weight and needed roomy clothes. Cynthia didn’t mind her flabby belly; it was
a secure shelf to put the baby on as she transported her from room to room.
Needing lotion, she wandered into the bathroom. She enjoyed using the same sweetsmelling salve as her baby, but no sooner did she open the medicine cabinet, she got
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distracted. She stacked a pink jar on top of a green one and then placed them both on
top of a yellow one. Then she reached for a bottle full of pills and when she shook it, the
rattling noise made her giggle. She grabbed another bottle from the shelf, unscrewed its
cap, and poked at the soft cotton inside it. The best thing on the shelf, however, was the
ChapStick. Cynthia seized it, flicked off its cap, and smeared the peach-colored stick over
and around her mouth, not caring as she made her chin shine with wax.
The next morning Cynthia dumped things in a box because the Goodwill truck
was coming by. She tossed in suede pumps, travel guides to Europe, CDs, a snake-skin
belt, beach reads, nail polish—stuff that seemed to belong to another person’s life. She
needed to make room for the packages that arrived in the mail: the baby gates, toilet
locks, and cabinet fasteners. There really wasn’t much need to go out at all. Things arrived
so conveniently on her doorstep; besides, she didn’t like the chaos of playgrounds with
toddlers bouncing off one another like bumper cars. Interrupted by the baby’s hungry cry,
Cynthia scooped her daughter up and plopped into the glider. She rocked slowly at first
and then more swiftly. Soon she was rocking so fast that her face flushed and air whipped
through her hair; she raced along so wildly that she slammed the rocking chair into
the bookshelf behind her. Books catapulted across the room or banged into the rocker,
making the baby wail with fright. Cynthia released a long ribbon of laughter and then
continued guffawing so much she hiccupped and finally wet herself while her daughter
clung to her, whimpering.
Later Cynthia decided to light a candle to create a calm feeling in the house. She
screwed one into a candlestick, placed it on the kitchen table, struck a match, and lit
the wick. The colors twirled prettily in the flame. She stared at it, and then stuck her
finger directly into the dancing light. Silly Cynthia! She sucked her throbbing finger and
reminded herself to pinch only the waxy drips instead. Shaking her head, she went into
the bathroom and ran her burned finger under cold water. Scissors sitting in a jar behind
the toilet caught her attention and awakened an urge in her to hear the little snip-snip
noise. She snatched them up and held them close to her ear. Suddenly her hair was all over
the sink! No matter, she fixed her lopsided hairstyle by giving herself a pixie. When she
had finished, she liked what she saw: her eyes seem bigger and rounder, her cheeks more
full and rosy.
When the baby cried out again, Cynthia gathered her up on her lap and opened up
a board book. She bounced her daughter and pointed out the jolly pigs, cows, hens, and
horses, dressed up and dancing around the colorful barnyard. The baby cooed. The board
book felt solid in Cynthia’s hands. The pages were smooth to her touch and slick under
her tongue. Cynthia licked the glossy pages, one after the next, and buried her nose in the
gluey bindings. Gnawing at the back cover, she relished the moistened cardboard; it was
pulpy and satisfying.
The baby fussed again, so Cynthia took her out on the redwood porch. The puffiness
of the clouds sailing by made her chortle. Blue jay caws startled her, and squirrels
clambering down trees gave her goose bumps. Cynthia sat down next to the planter box
and sniffed the flowers. She deadheaded the daisies and pulled out weeds. She patted
down the soil and popped a fistful of dirt into her mouth. The texture of it was gritty on
her tongue, the flavor meaty and delicious.
Some days Cynthia felt so tired she could barely make herself go out on the porch.
Today, while her daughter still napped in the house, she crawled on her hands and knees
onto the deck to lean against the planter box. Tiny green worms nibbled at the pansies.
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Cynthia wished to see bigger worms and maybe tank bugs too. She put both feet on
the wooden planter box and shoved. Over it toppled with a bang. It splintered, sending
dirt, petals, and roots flying. Earthworms wriggled on the deck. Centipedes uncoiled
and clambered around. Ants scampered over dirt piles, snail shells rolled about, tank
bugs darted in every direction, beetles flipped over on their backs and flailed their legs
helplessly in the air. Cynthia clapped her hands in delight. The pandemonium of it all! She
tossed handfuls of dirt twitching with bugs in the air, and centipedes, ants, and beetles
rained down on her. They tickled her skin and crawled through her hair. She cackled with
pleasure. Rushing and volatile, Cynthia’s blood coursed in a new way. Unable to quell this
surge of giddy delirium, she threw her head back and squealed. Her whole body shook,
and she knocked a bottle of dish soap into a nearby plastic bucket filled with water.
Miniature bubbles dotted the surface of the water and winked at her. She plunged her
hands into it and splashed them around. The bucket overflowed with frothing white foam.
Cynthia reached for the plastic wand with the round hoop and dipped it in the water. As
she blew on it, an enormous bubble emerged. The bubble grew into a gleaming balloon,
broke free, and lifted off. Trembling in the breeze, sunlight glinting off its rainbow skin, it
was the most beautiful thing she had ever seen. She wanted to be that shimmering orb, or
climb inside it, roll in its soapy film, and sail off into the sky. Cynthia sat transfixed, filled
with wonder and amazement. Suddenly, it popped.
All gone! In one wet snap. Hot tears rolled down her cheeks. She lifted her chin,
yelled, and pounded her heels on the deck. Soon she felt the need to push from below.
She straightened her back, pressed her lips together, grunted a bit, and let it come out in a
sloppy whoosh. The heaviness in her pants was familiar and smelly. It bothered her to have
the mushy load beneath her, and shifting around only made it worse.
She wanted to do something about it, but somehow she couldn’t get up. She rocked
stickily from side to side. Her legs had forgotten how to stand. She tried to call for help but
words failed her. Only a long, mournful wail rose up from her rounded belly. She lifted
her pudgy arms to the sky and sobbed loudly, hoping that someone would hear her—that
someone would come pick her up.
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Heather Sager
The Red Fox
In the hall I met the red fox. With glad eyes and a bark he came, his fiery fur dragging,
his tiny feet disappearing into overgrown fur. His wet, black muzzle pressed against my
outstretched palms. “Whoa there,” I said.
I fell backward. His eyes flashed red. His sharp teeth tore at my arm. I pulled skin
from my hand, pulled thread from bone as if peeling apart a moist, pale cheese. I balled up
my flesh and threw it down the hall.
The fox yipped off into darkness. He ate in the corner shadows, near a broom and pail.
Eventually, he returned. “Yip,” he said. I retracted my raw, stinging hand.
His hunger was undiminished.
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Gulchin Ergun
Droppings
Disgusting is what he said. Then my darling husband delivered an out-loud, tonsilbragging, uvula-flagging howl and continued his march to get charcoal.
“Don’t pretend like you don’t know me.” I said. “Help me. It got in my eye.”
“You’re on your own, babe,” he snorted. “Restrooms are up front.”
“A bird shit on my head,” I choked, weaving through the PVC pipes, fertilizer bags,
buckets, and air compressors. “And that’s it? Not even Kleenex? You could’ve gotten some
bleach, even rubbing alcohol. We are in a hardware store, but you just walk away? You
didn’t even point me to the bathroom.”
I ran the water as hot as it could get and squirted some bubblegum-colored liquid out
of a soap pump decorated with butterflies and dirty fingerprints. Between the right eye
tearing from the bird bomb and the left one burning in sympathy, I calculated the odds of
a parasite transporting itself into my brain and balanced that likelihood against liquefying
my cornea from the gizzard acid and cleanser I’d just slathered under my eyelids. I am a
doctor after all. A gastroenterologist, and I think the worst. Sure, I’ll assess the odds, even
focus on the positive, but it’s to the horrible straight away. A parasite is now making a nest
somewhere in my cerebrum. I have scratched my eye beyond repair, and my husband of
two decades will ditch me when I need him most. My future was here. No porch rocking
in the Tetons in the autumn of our lives. I was dying. Deserted, blind, and paralyzed,
victimized by a brain abscess, and destitute because no one gets disability for birds not
wearing diapers.
So I splashed water in my eye. Again and again and again, and as hot as I could get
it. I tried not to notice the exact composition of whatever fell from the sky, but given the
grainy textures, it felt like mustard seeds, blackberry pits, and cricket legs souffléd with
worm slime. The choices were endless, and I let myself worry about exactly what was
going to kill me.
Like parasites. Worms infect you when you least expect it. You could be finally taking
that trip down the Nile. You’re hot and sweaty, decide to jump in, and while you’re cooling
off, schistosoma are splashing up your urethra. Soon they’re kayaking up your blood
vessels until they get stuck in the venules of your liver. Then they set up camp, get married,
and start a family with their kiddie eggs destroying your lungs and the rest of your liver.
Love sushi? Raw fish have rambunctious fluke that love to paddle around the shores of
your bile ducts, clogging them up and triggering autoimmune storms that cause cancer.
And if your feet hurt from walking all day, whatever you do, don’t take your sandals off
in Louisiana or Vietnam. Strongyloides can squeeze in between bare toes. Next thing you
know, you have larvae crawling under your skin and you’re coughing up worm litters.
My nemesis was probably a pigeon. And given that he didn’t bite me, it was probably
his breakfast or leftovers from lunch that were about to infect me, but then again, what
did I know about birds? All I knew came from Hitchcock, Heckle and Jeckle cartoons,
and Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, a movie Matt thought was stupid, but I thought was kind
of funny. In my travels, pigeons didn’t dive-bomb you, they were pretty much vegan. The
only messages I imagined scrawled on their ankles were diet tips by grannies in the park.
Bread and popcorn—the new healthy carbs. But other than wasting muscle and generating
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potbellies, stale bread didn’t kill you. What else did birds eat? I’ve seen pelicans dive for
fish. I’ve watched seagulls make off with French fries. Once I saw a grackle peck at a
packet of sugar until it broke open so he could lick the granules off the ground. I thought
that was pretty smart. It made me think that calling someone birdbrained wasn’t all that
insulting.
Even if I didn’t know what they ate, I remembered that guano is high in phosphate
and nitrogen (thanks, Pet Detective) and good for fertilizing and spreading seeds. And
somewhere, maybe medical school, I vaguely recalled that seeds come with bacteria or
fungus that live in intestines and hitchhike to wherever they drop. That means bugs:
salmonella, psittacosis, E. coli, or fungus, like histoplasmosis or cryptococcus. What else?
Viruses…like bird flu, St. Louis encephalitis virus, and, oh my God, Ebola.
I grew up in Ohio. I played in that dirt. A lot of people in the Mississippi and Ohio
River Valley get histo. The spores love soil contaminated with bat or pigeon poop. I
probably inhaled some spores. That would have triggered an upper-respiratory infection.
It would explain the calcified lymph nodes on my chest x-ray. It would be the most
common cause, but unless you’re immune-suppressed, shouldn’t be a problem. The next
four? Treatable with antibiotics. But Ebola?!? That was bad, real bad. That’s the virus they
make movies about. It closed down that Dallas hospital, even got a nurse infected despite
precautions. It has almost perfect transmission efficiency. Leaves you dying a horrible
but colorful death, oozing blood from your eyes, brain, lungs, and skin within days of
exposure. No good-byes. No time. No treatment. We live in Houston. That bird could have
flown down here after a pit stop in Dallas.
No wonder Dad didn’t let us have pets. He always said it was because my baby brother
with Down’s was more vulnerable to infections. How my sister cried when he told us
Tag-Along had to go. She loved that fuzzy big-nosed lemon pouf duckling she raised for a
science class. We thought he was just mean when he gave him to a neighbor with a farm.
We were so wrong. He was just watching out for us.
So where was my bugger headed? He was probably making a beeline for my temporal
lobe. After all, that’s where my memory and emotion are stacked and stored. And if I
had to pick the thing that matters to me most, I’d pick my memories. That’s what I hoard,
although I am proud of how good I’ve gotten about throwing things away. I’ve learned to
ditch ticket stubs from most concerts (except my first, ninth grade, Deep Purple, 1972,
Cloverleaf Speedway, Ohio) and pitch birthday cards (barring those from Mom and Dad,
my sister, brother, husband, close friends, and aunts from Turkey). But I have to be the
one doing it. Matt can vouch for that. He still can’t understand why I got mad when he
threw away the red spiral notebook I kept from my fellowship, the one with all my study
notes for the boards. “They’re twenty years old,” he said. “You passed the boards. You’ll
never take them again. Why would you save them?” “I just do,” was all I could say.
When this critter lays the foundation of his new home, he’ll do it by eating up my
memory bricks, one by one. I don’t care if he devours Denise Bloxton with her big butt
and Afro, wearing those red-and-blue-striped tube socks. She stole my patchwork suede
purse in eighth grade. When I got it back, she had her name all curlicued on the side. He
can chew through the part where I threw up in Andy Katz’s car and on his shoes after
drinking flaming shots of something orange-colored in college. He can take my fifth-,
sixth-, and seventh-grade school pictures. In fact, I should request he take the lecture
I gave at the American College of Gastroenterology in 2005—five thousand people,
videotaped for a DVD, and I was immortalized with the worst haircut of my life. People
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asked me if I was doing okay, since it looked like I’d lost my hair to chemotherapy. Yup,
take that one, but I don’t want to lose the day I actually jumped and screamed with
happiness when I got into medical school. That’s the one that should have been taped. And
don’t bore through my birthday on Vancouver Island. I want to keep that first vacation
with Matt. I don’t want to forget how we found all the restaurants closed on Sunday night
and had to celebrate with pretzels and 3.2% beer we found at a gas station. And please,
please, make a detour around our hike to Inspiration Point and Hidden Falls. It’s where
we found spring flowers confettiing a mountainside that surrounded a lake so impossibly
blue, it was like staring through a sapphire.
Maybe the bugger could be open to suggestions. I could propose he look at property
in my frontal lobe. It’s mostly silent, probably a good place to raise a little microbial family.
But come to think of it, I do a lot of work there. Executive function mostly: impulse
control, all my prioritizing and strategizing. With juggling my patients, managing my staff,
running a center, and teaching residents, it’s so much of what I do that my frontal lobe is
probably twice the size of an average person’s. I could give up 50% and not miss it. As for
the impulsivity, well, I could use a little liberation. Doctoring took that out of me. Maybe I
could give him a garage apartment and live with a little personality change. I would like to
tell people exactly what I think sometimes, maybe even say no sometimes. My buddy, the
parasite tenant, could help.
I may wonder about this for years, and even if I turn out okay, it could seriously ruin
my marriage. If it weren’t for Ace (hardware, not detective), I wouldn’t have known how
Matt would react if I got sick. Maybe this was his version of “better or worse” and I’d
misjudged him? He does have lone-wolf tendencies. He’s still perturbed I gave our number
to his medical alumni association. “Now they’ll know how to get hold of me,” he’d snarled.
He was a bit feral in the beginning, but I left food out, and little by little, I got to pet the
creature, and eventually he stayed. But then, he’d probably say I got it all wrong. He’d offer
he did the stalking and got exactly what he wanted. That wouldn’t surprise me. We’re
opposites, but that’s exactly what I like about him. And he makes me laugh. I’d miss that.
So who will write the obit, and who’ll pick out what’s on the tombstone? Matt hates
that kind of stuff. I’ll have to write it myself.
Gulchin A. Ergun, taken for granted, beloved wife and sister, gastroenterologist with
a name no one can pronounce…respected member of the medical staff died an ignoble
death…
Wait, I’m wasting my precious time. Matt and I still haven’t decided where we should
be buried. I know I bought those plots in Cleveland, but they were a great bargain. My
sister bought six in a bankruptcy case, and it’s where my parents are buried. All the kids
took a pair. Where else can you buy prime plots in the best part of the cemetery with all
the old trees? I thought if I died first, Matt wouldn’t visit anyway. Graveyards aren’t his
thing. We don’t have kids, so landing where my siblings lived seemed like a good idea.
Then someone might visit. But what if this parasite is a slow grower and Matt goes first?
He doesn’t want to be buried in Cleveland. He’s from Cincinnati. There are no direct
flights. Visiting him wouldn’t be easy. It would involve a layover in St. Louis or Chicago.
This is where cremation starts making sense. Why limit the visits to a graveyard? Sift the
spouse into a jar and take him with you. I know TSA limits you to three ounces of fluid on
a plane, but are there restrictions on ashes?
Some say poop landing on your head is good luck, but I’m not given to superstition.
My family’s pretty pragmatic. We didn’t throw salt over a shoulder or knock on wood. We
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may have had the blue charms against the evil eye, but everyone from Turkey has a nazar
in the house. Mom said it wasn’t about luck. She said life was about fate, and that fate was
written on your forehead when you were born, we just couldn’t read it.
So that was it? My fate was checked by a bird blotch shaped like West Virginia?
That night in bed:
“What’s wrong?”
“I’m mad at you.”
“Why? I didn’t do anything.”
“That’s the point. You didn’t do anything.”
“About what? Is this like when you wake up after from some dream, and you’re mad at
me?”
“No. I was awake, but you didn’t help me.”
“You mean dinner?”
“No, I mean at Ace.”
“That’s what you’re mad at? Because I didn’t go to the bathroom with you?”
“No, because I was dying of a brain abscess and you left me.”
Guffaws.
“Don’t laugh.”
“I didn’t leave you, and you don’t get brain abscesses from pigeon poop. If anyone’s
going to get a brain abscess, it’s me. I’m the one who got bitten by the tsetse fly in Africa.
Remember that? Next to the Mara River. There’s no vaccine for that. I have to worry about
trypanosomiasis for the rest of my life. And what did you say about it? ‘No Matt, it’s not a
bite. It’s a zit.’ Boy, were you wrong.”
Then, the wrap of his arm. “So what do I need to do?”
“Kiss it. I’ll forgive you if you kiss my eye.” And he is obedient. “And, I might have
been a little bit wrong. If I’m not blind or paralyzed, I’ll take care of you when you get
sleeping sickness.”
Then he whispers in my ear, “Promise me something.”
“Anything. No feeding tube, no nursing home? Just name it.”
“Stop talking. You think too much. Now come here, my little shit head.”
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Peggy Shinner
This Was Improbable Too
We didn’t have a bookshelf in our house. Behind the TV in the den there was my
father’s bowling trophy and the one book he read, or at least bought, Jim Bouton’s Ball
Four. We didn’t have a bookshelf until we hired Mr. Klück, a fat bossy Holocaust survivorturned contractor to finish our basement, and then there were two built-in units with
my mother’s dime store paperbacks (James Michener, Leon Uris, Jacqueline Susann), the
white leather-bound World Book encyclopedia set with gold lettering on the spine, which
I flipped through randomly, settling on biographies and pictures of tropical birds, and an
improbable copy of Émile Zola’s Nana.
My mother was a reader and my father was not. She sat smoking on the living room
couch, feet tucked under a print housecoat, Hawaii in hand. I wasn’t a ready reader
(though I have a hazy memory of Madeline in Paris—in an orphanage? But no, it was
a boarding school; easy to confuse the two.) so my mother bribed me with Hershey’s
chocolate, and Nancy Drew came easily after that. I, too, palled around with George.
Dickens and Madame Defarge followed a few years later. My father read the Sun-Times
every day but that was it. He poured over the White Sox box scores; Fox, Aparicio, Wynn.
Did he take note of Mayor Richard J. Daley’s machinations or the Freedom Riders’ drive to
Montgomery? Any guess I might make would invariably be wrong.
Much went on in that basement but not much reading. The Bridge on the River Kwai,
Ella Sings Cole Porter, a few tepid sexual fumblings. My father and I watched Nixon’s
resignation at the bar Mr. Klück put in but we never used. I have never been a quitter. My
mother played mah jongg with the neighbors down there. One bam, two crak, the tiles
clattering across the green felt board. One grim day Mrs. Solomon had a stroke at the
table. She survived, but I don’t remember hearing much of her after. (Years later, while
my father was playing pinochle at the JCC, one of the men had a heart attack. Oscar,
Oscar, the others went when it was his turn, thinking perhaps that he had just lost track.
But Oscar sat rigidly unresponsive, the cards still in his hands. My father laughed when
he told me, incredulous it could end like that. The stakes are high in game-playing.)
My father didn’t have time for reading. He had time for bowling, baseball, poker,
and earning a living. He worked hard, first at the laundromat in Humboldt Park, where
I liked to sail back and forth in a laundry cart while he emptied the washers of quarters
and folded clothes, and later at the suburban model homes where he sold cheap-looking
furniture every day. Occasionally he took me to Kiddieland. Where are you going? he’d
prompt as I boarded the little train that circled the park. I’m going to California, I said,
waving goodbye. He waited for my return. Eventually I did go to California and other
places too, while he stayed in front of the TV and followed the White Sox. Often he’d
lower the sound and turn on the radio too, so he could listen to his preferred announcers.
Not a book man, he found escapes elsewhere. He liked to play poker and insult
the other players. He took in the occasional game at the ballpark, and took me along.
Weeknights he and my mother watched Johnny Carson. From my bedroom, I’d hear him
go, “Here’s Johnny” along with Ed McMahon. He got liked Doc Severinsen on the horn.
On occasion, he cut himself a wedge of iceberg lettuce with Thousand Island dressing. In
later years Ann and I met him for pizza at Lou Malnati’s, which he dug into with sloppy
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gusto. He was equal parts angry and vulnerable, coarse and mischievous (once there was
an awful joke about sanitary napkins), bewildered by life’s battering. After my mother
died he ate standing up in the kitchen, as if he’d lost all interest in sitting. The table was
strewn with Medicare statements and utility bills.
Is this an apologia for my father? I loved him, like daughters in Chicago, California,
and beyond have loved their fathers if they are good and kind and do no harm. He taught
me to play gin. He pushed his fist against my cheek and the force of it told me something
about the measure of his love in return. I look like him; the same high forehead, the same
small-mouthed smile, according to Ann. And now my hair is brown and gray like his
was. My father’s last job was as a cashier at a car wash. He was ashamed of his status but
I also think he liked the gig, kibitzing while he doled out change for sawbucks. I turned
out to be a writer, improbable as the Nana on our bookshelf. I gave him a story of mine to
read but he never commented. Years went by. We went for Chinese food at The Pineyard.
He dated a woman in his building. He asked me if it was okay to have sex, only he said
hanky-panky. We saw Michael Douglas in Wall Street and during the sex, I looked away.
I found the story among the sweaters in his drawer after he died of a stroke on the
expressway. I had access to everything. Birthday cards, bank statements, aphorisms from
Jimmy Breslin and Mike Royko cut from the paper, notification of a meeting of the Jewish
VFW, a reminder for his upcoming cataract surgery. There, slipped between two pilled-up
crewnecks, was a large manila envelope marked “For Peggy Only.” This was improbable
too, a message from the dead. Of course my heart beat faster. Who doesn’t long for a
special dispatch from the departed with their own name on it? A declaration of undying
love from the newly dead?
Instead it was my own words, turned tawdry now that they were returned to me. The
original story was no longer intact. He’d taken a scissors and cut it up, excising the lesbian
parts and then taping the whole mess back together. The cut up bits were strewn among
the wreckage. Had he done this under cover of night? Had he surmised that someday I’d
be sorting through his life’s detritus? My father, never the reader, had read this, making
line by line edits in his own crude way, and though he’d cut out the essence of my life and
then bequeathed the final draft to me and for this I should have been angry or at least
sad, I sat back on the familiar quilted floral bedspread and gave a grudging laugh. Why
not? This was it? This was his final missive? He probably did this so he could show me
off to someone, as I’m showing him off now, each of us creating a revised version of the
other. My clever father. He’d made such an effort to leave me his handiwork, to document
his erasure. Everything in this room, or just about everything, would soon be hauled
or thrown away in the ritual post-mortem divestment. The bedroom set, the bed, the
corduroy pants, the copies of Penthouse I’d found in his closet. I’d keep his wristwatch,
his loose change, his Social Security card and driver’s license, his glasses smudged with
fingerprints. The story, too, back in the envelope, mine and his.
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BOUTS-RIMES
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Foreword
Dear Readers,
As always, we have a special section in our journal where we feature a sampling
of pieces that all share a prevailing theme and this year we are excited to share with you
our bouts-rimé collection. A bouts-rimé is a literary game in which poets are given a
predetermined set of words in which they must center their poem around. Literally
meaning “rhymed-ends” in French, a bouts-rimé is a type of sonnet, three quatrains and a
couplet with an abab cdcd efef gg rhyme scheme. Since the fourteen words that we chose
were challenging, we decided that adherence to iambic pentameter would be optional. The
select fourteen words were required to be used at the end of each line (hence, “rhymedends” as the translation) and in the order in which given. All of the editors collaborated
in coming up with interesting words to stump poets and here are the fourteen words we
decided upon: envelope, orange, telescope, singe; eyelash, wire, mustache, fire; underhand,
render, ampersand, tender; photogenic, pomegranate.
To see what the poets were in for, we felt that it would only be right for us, the
editors, to attempt to write bouts-rimés ourselves. After feeling the frustration firsthand,
we could not be more pleased with how many lovely bouts-rimés we received in response
to our seemingly impossible task. The most remarkable part of this experiment was seeing
the individuality of each bouts-rimé; each and every poem is unique to the poet’s voice
despite the somewhat binding stipulations.
We hope you appreciate the featured poets’ skill of writing an original piece under
such tedious conditions and enjoy each bouts-rimé as its own, stand-alone piece because
that is what they each are: original and freestanding poems.
Read on,
Sam Gennett
And the Jet Fuel Review Staff
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FJ Bergmann
Mutiny
The field surrounded us, an envelope
of frictionless force. Its conic tip glowed orange.
Beyond the reach of any telescope
in the first femtosecond, we’d sizzle and singe
our way out from the galaxy. An eyelash
swimming on a black pond, an invisible wire
of energy, we moved. The captain’s mustache
was much admired, as was the radiant fire
in his dark eyes. But others, underhand,
felt slighted.… As if no one else might render
our swift course or recognize the ampersand
constellation we made for—or tender
a counteroffer to the photogenic,
clustered aliens (think blue pomegranate).
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Adam Clay
When the People We Know Become the People We Don't
I have spent long stretches of time considering life within an envelope,
though I have not made it past the touch of your tongue or the orange
stamp postmarked with the name of a country farther away than a telescope’s
reach or a receiver’s click. At times, the stars feel near enough to singe
my idle thoughts. But when the mind flutters from itself, even the eyelash
cannot hide what happens beneath the surface of ice, the unstrung wire
drifting below the hole augured into it. And above the frozen surface, in the mustache
and beard of the fisherman, the ice will not melt because the human body is no fire
all to itself. In stepping back from what you said, there was no underhanded
intention or desire to complicate what should not be. After all, to render
the mind helpless is to render the body into beauty. To embrace the ampersand
would be to shorten what’s being said, dissolving what it means to be tender
in a world where emotion is no longer needed. In what we call photogenic,
we find no beauty. The sky is not made perfect by comparing it to a pomegranate.
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Jim Davis
In a koi pond, the unenlightened envelope
In a koi pond, the unenlightened envelope
painted orange & white, opens. Muffins
in the kitchen where a telescope’s aimed
at the poised neighbor girl, who has singed
eyelashes & lids. In the furnace, chickens.
Chicken wire behind the green garbage
bins. Her father wore a white mustache
& carried a violin. Fire in the pit. Many
whispered in the envelope of underhand
customs. The Master renders the author’s
ampersand redundant. & then the smoke &
then her hands, red & tender from removing
photographic evidence from the dim pond.
Mist as she cracks a pomegranate at the sink.
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Ariana-Sophia Kartsonis
Our Dead March the Paradise Parade
Slip that sunset into an envelope
and mail it off, leaking little orange
along the flyway. Turn the telescope
to where all our dead strike matches that singe
God’s eye. Time drags them around the eyelash
seconds of each earthly clockface, a wire
across boredom. Our dead skip the moustache
moon like a big jumprope of cold, coiled fire.
Speak to them not of life’s sly underhand.
Sad sparklers--meant only to render
the source text. The living just ampersand
any language the dead produce as tender.
A fearsome doctrine, but photogenic
such slickered blood-tears of pomegranate.
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Serengetti Boulevard
Consider the trek of the antelope,
the rabbit’s bounds, the young hawk’s soarage.
A gun’s jaw, the jagged maw where end-of-hope
melts quiet down the throat as a lozenge.
What hunts here, veneered tooth and tail, hunts brash,
each smoke signal sung up from hapless fire.
No lion’s skill at mathing the herd’s rash
flash into range, just the bullet’s desire
to inscribe its story on bone, understand
pain’s need to inflict pain, the surrender
of breath to mortality’s reprimand.
Violence: both borrower and lender
somehow bleed. Towering, orogenic:
the victory of a wrong, puny planet.
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Mind Like a Mirror That's Been in a Fire
for CD Wright

January: just an envelope
of loss, numerous as hues of orange
contained in flame or autumn. Telescope
to pull the stars so close they cut, they singe
and then speed off. A sky and its eyelash
moon, the boneman’s wish, this new year all wired
to blow. I rummage through years, a moustache,
old hat, disguises of the selves we fire.
Some dark crop, this new year’s fast underhand
plucks her from the highest branch to render
as strike on our paper mache globe, ampersand
tear: starred hole. Out spills our her: attendercome-shining, streams of gleaming, photogenicruby-many-rains from pomegranate.
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Earl Keener
Only Philomen
Snow seals the thin yard in an envelope
mailing autumn’s grass to spring. The orange
sun illuminates the brass telescope,
a cold ingot still bright enough to singe
an optic floater on the sky, eyelash
above the hawk, electric over wire,
wings foreshortened to a penciled moustache.
Age and loneliness now kindle a fire,
a piecemeal denouement served underhand,
spare bones in a kettle time will render
into soup-- memories the ampersand
of connective tissue. Painful. Tender.
All that decays was once photogenic.
The aging sun is a pomegranate.
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Kelly Nelson
Sonnet LXXXIX			
		

after Berrigan

Dear Ted, hello. To the big promise of an envelope
Of Marilyn Monroe, of vast orange
dreams, delicious behinds ready to telescope
And O, 		
Today I think I could sing E
flat major, her beautiful blue Peering-Eye. Lash
our five trunks to the roof, tell Bernie to wire
us money (how his simmering belly must ache)
I’ve seen skies split with light, and fire,
one nation under G, under H, and
O, I am high. It is 5:15 a.m. Render
for me Frank O’Hara’s “Walking,” not one ampersand
in the whole thing (Allen would’ve used ten). Der
Spiegel reporters have discovered the most photogenic
snow and I’m standing in this breathless blue, tossing you a pomegranate.
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Sheila Packa
No Mail Today
I got the mail. There was nothing except an envelope
from you. No letter. An empty sleeve, skin of an orange,
no pulp or juice. It was like when I looked in a telescope
at the moon. All distance and dust, lit up. A cold singe.
Decided to write back and send you a single eyelash
with no tears or transmission of desire, a broken wire
with no return address. My parenthesis, sly mustache,
a stick figure without the figure. I would add a fire
if I could. Considered ash. Considered other underhand
signals that would stop this correspondence and render
you harmless -- thought of symbol fonts, an angry ampersand -then decided you might mistake it for something tender.
I took out my phone, tried to be snide and photogenic.
Made a selfie without myself. Signed it, pomegranate.
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Jake Sheff
Flat Earth Society: The Annual Mailer
The earth is flat, it’s true: an envelope
To open wide; the sealing wax is orange
And in the sky; the postman-telescope
Directs lenticular deliveries (singeInducing) to embarrassed globes the eyelash
Envelopes. Nothing’s false in mail or wire
Communications: trust the starry mustache
Shaved by the cosmetologist, the fire
Our stormy letter-writer’s underhand
Reply requires. An oval grave to render
Ovations obsolete for ampersandLike orbits inconclusively non-tender:
Believe the obits, NASA’s photogenic
Hoax; bury reason’s painful pomegranate.
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Donna Vorreyer
Suburban Pastoral
Jane waits for the mail, that thick envelope
that will say accepted, blue and orange
sweatshirts in her future.The telescope
in the backyard slopes downward to singe
the ants. She hates the way her eyelashes
stick to the eyepiece, hates the hanging wire
blocking Jason’s window, his new mustache
sparking a tantalizing tongue of fire.
She plays catch with her brother, underhand,
while her father hammers the steaks, renders
bacon fat, the strips curling to ampersand.
He once beat her until she was tender,
but made sure she remained photogenic.
She dreams of dorms, distance, pomegranate.
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Poetry
Brittany Bishop
Brittany Bishop is a graduate student studying to obtain her Masters in Counseling: Art
Therapy degree and licensure. She loves the arts, animals, and plotting ways to change the
world. Brittany believes in the equality of all beings and that life in all its forms deserves
respect, happiness, and quality living.

Noah Burton
Noah Burton was born in Kansas, grew up in Virginia, and now lives in New Hampshire.
He holds an MFA in Poetry from the University of New Hampshire. Most days, he works
at a bakery over the border in Maine, teaches at New England College and the University
of New Hampshire, and plays in the band, House of 1000 Sports Cars. Noah’s poems
have been published or are forthcoming in Outlook Springs, Cruel Garters, The Doctor
T.J. Eckleburg Review, gobbet, among others, and he is a recipient of the 2015 Dick Shea
Memorial Prize in Poetry judged by Tanya Larkin.

Jim Davis
Jim Davis is a Master’s candidate at Harvard University and a recent graduate of
Northwestern University. His work has previously appeared in Bellevue Literary Review,
Portland Review, Seneca Review, Midwest Quarterly, Santa Clara Review, RHINO, and
California Journal of Poetics, among many others.

Larry O. Dean
Larry O. Dean was born and raised in Flint, Michigan. His numerous books include
Activities of Daily Living (forthcoming, 2017), Brief Nudity (2013), Basic Cable Couplets
(2012), abbrev (2011), About the Author (2011), and I Am Spam (2004). He is also an
acclaimed singer-songwriter whose latest solo album is Good Grief (2015). The sophomore
album from his band, The Injured Parties, is due in 2016. For more info, go to larryodean.
com

Emari DiGiorgio
Emari DiGiorgio’s first book The Things a Body Might Become is forthcoming from ELJ
Publications in July 2017. She’s received residencies from the Vermont Studio Center,
Sundress Academy of the Arts, and Rivendell Writers’ Colony. She teaches at Stockton
University, is a Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation Poet, and hosts World Above, a monthly
reading series in Atlantic City, NJ.

Paul Ferrell
Paul Ferrell’s poems have appeared in Exact Change Only, Harpoon Review, Right
Hand Pointing and The Rain, Party + Disaster Society. His chapbook, “The Cosby Show
and other poems” was published last year by Water of Life Press in Chicago. He is a
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phlebotomist and rare sandwich collector who posts closed caption garble poetry images
on twitter under the name “memoryagent”. He currently resides in Illinois.

Amy Strauss Friedman
Amy Strauss Friedman is the author of the chapbook Gathered Bones Are Known To
Wander (forthcoming from Red Bird Chapbooks). She is a regular contributor to the
newspaper Newcity, and a staff writer for Yellow Chair Review. Her poetry has appeared
in Lunch Ticket, Burningword, Typehouse, *82 Review, Menacing Hedge and elsewhere.
Amy lives in Chicago and teaches English at Harper College. You can find her at
amystraussfriedman.com.

Kate Garklavs
A native of the Midwest, Kate Garklavs now lives and works in Portland, OR. Her poems
have previously appeared in Segue, Thrush, Two Serious Ladies, and egg, among other
places. She earned her MFA from UMass Amherst.

Maggie Graber
Maggie Graber is a writer originally from Northern Indiana. She’s been awarded
fellowships and residencies from the Luminarts Cultural Foundation and the Helene
Wurlitzer Foundation, and her poems have been featured or are forthcoming in Duende,
Atticus Review, Stirring: A Literary Collection, and Toad, among others. A former radio DJ
and farmhand, she currently lives and works as an environmental educator on the Cahaba
River in central Alabama.

Clarissa Grunwald
Clarissa Grunwald is a junior undergrad at Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster,
PA. She has previously been published in BlazeVOX, Drunk Monkeys, and Fickle Muses,
and is currently working as a student blogger for IES abroad. You can follow her on twitter
@cmgrunwald or send her an email at clarissag342@gmail.com.

Alex Lemon
Alex Lemon’s most recent book is The Wish Book (a finalist for Best Poetry Collection by
The Writer’s League of Texas). He is the author of Happy: A Memoir (Scribner--(a finalist
for Best Book of Non-fiction by The Writer’s League of Texas) and three other poetry
collections: Mosquito, Hallelujah Blackout, and Fancy Beasts.

Sarah McCall
Sarah McCall is a poet, yoga teacher, and student of language and self. Once she was an
English teacher, and sometimes she was a bartender, but always a list maker and lover of
clean, bright things. Sarah lives in Norfolk, VA with her husband and their two dogs.

Ellene Glenn Moore
Ellene Glenn Moore is a poet living in sunny South Florida, where she is an MFA
candidate at Florida International University. She is the recipient of a John S. and James
L. Knight Foundation Fellowship in Poetry and was a 2014/15 Artist-in-Residence at
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The Studios of Key West. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Best New Poets,
Salamander, Caliban, Brevity, Ninth Letter, and elsewhere. Find her at elleneglennmoore.
com.

Aaron Morris
Aaron Morris is a student in the MFA program at West Virginia Wesleyan College.
His poetry and short stories have appeared in ABZ, Et Cetera, Kanawha Review, and
Turtleshell. He teaches writing and literature as an adjunct instructor at West Virginia
State University

Elizabeth-Astrid Powell
Elizabeth A. I. Powell is the author of The Republic of Self a New Issue First Book Prize
winner, selected by C.K. Williams. Her second book Willy Loman’s Reckless Daughter:
Living Truthfully Under Imaginary Circumstances won the Robert Dana Prize in poetry,
chosen by Maureen Seaton, and will be published by Anhinga Press in 2016. Her work has
appeared in the Pushcart Prize Anthology 2013, as well as Alaska Quarterly Review, Barrow
Street, Black Warrior Review, Ecotone, Harvard Review, Handsome, Hobart, Indiana
Review, Missouri Review, Mississippi Review, Slope, Sugarhouse Review, Ploughshares, Post
Road, and elsewhere. She is Editor of Green Mountains Review, and Associate Professor
of Writing and Literature at Johnson State College. She also serves on the faculty of the
low-residency MFA in Creative Writing at the University of Nebraska-Omaha and the
Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA in Writing and Publishing.

Nathan Stabenfeldt
Nathan Stabenfeldt is an MFA candidate in poetry at University of Houston and
Nonfiction Editor for Gulf Coast Literary Journal. He was born and raised in Evansville,
Indiana. Before moving to Houston he studied writing and philosophy at Belmont
University in Nashville, Tennessee. His poetry has appeared in DMQ Review, among other
places.

Jonathan Travelstead
Jonathan Travelstead served in the Air Force National Guard for six years as a firefighter
and currently works as a full-time firefighter for the city of Murphysboro. Having finished
his MFA at Southern Illinois University of Carbondale, he now works on an old dirt-bike
he hopes will one day get him to the salt flats of Bolivia. He has published work in The
Iowa Review, on Poetrydaily.com, and has work forthcoming in The Crab Orchard Review,
among others. His first collection How We Bury Our Dead by Cobalt/Thumbnail Press was
released in March, 2015.

John Urban
John Urban’s work has been published in Arx, Common Ground Review, Mediterranean
Review: An International Quarterly for Literature, The Rolling Stone, The Mobius Strip, Red
Eye, Reed Magazine, and Storyteller. He presently lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. John
managed the Trade Book Department for the De Anza College Bookstore in Cupertino
and worked as a Laboratory Technician for the College of Science at San Jose State
University.
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Art
Zach Barnard

Zach Barnard was born and raised in Richmond, Virginia. He moved to Chicago in the
hopes of pursuing his dream career as a working artist. Currently he attends Columbia
College as a BFA Fine Arts Major. Zach’s main focus is painting arthecechual scenes found
in the city but is now exploring New Genres of art to expand his professional horizon.
Artist statement:
There is something very magical about the night time. Nothing is more alluring to me
then when the sun goes down and the world lights up again. This is what I love to capture
in my paintings. Those moments that almost want to hide from you. Glowing street lamps,
flickering candles etc. I love when these moments present themselves, even if it is for a few
seconds. The noise, the warmth, the atmosphere; all are what I strive for in my work. I do
not paint the way a place looks but but rather how it makes me feel.

Catherine Kelly
Catherine Kelly is currently a senior at Lewis University and is double majoring in
Psychology and Studio Art. Catherine currently lives in Glen Ellyn and expects to
graduate with her Bachelor’s degree in May, 2016. After college, she will attend graduate
school at Adler University in Chicago. There she will be studying Art Therapy and
Counseling. In the future, Catherine hopes to work with Alzheimer’s patients through
hospice care or through nursing homes.

Elizabeth Lopez
Elizabeth Lopez is a Lewis University Sophomore of Bolingbrook, Illinois. After finding
her passion for art in coloring books at an early age, she has continuously created art using
a variety of materials over the years. She always knew that she wanted to help others in
some sort of way, so upon starting her first semester as an undergraduate student in 2014,
she decided to seek a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and another in General Studio Art.
She now looks forward to graduating in 2018 and going onto to earn a Master’s Degree in
Art Therapy afterwards.
Artist’s Statement
I draw, paint, and use just about any materials that are within reach to create visual art. At
times I create art simply for art’s sake – for it’s appeal to the human eye -- but more often
than not I use art as a form of self-expression. The time that I spend hand-making my
art pieces is significant in that I am able to subconsciously sit and project my feelings of
hope, empathy, and/or disappointment, among others, onto the materials of my choice. It
is a time in which I can immerse myself completely in the creation of interesting visuals,
which result from full expression of the self without a need for verbal language. My art
pieces are inspired by various issues that affect us as humans. Political injustice, economic,
social and gender inequality, and attached stigmas, among others, are all topics that I seek
to address in my artworks. Issues among society, from discrimination and immigration to
physical and psychological abuse, have been indirectly addressed in my most seemingly
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controversial and response-provoking prints and drawings. Through the use of rather
ordinary materials, I work to creatively to raise awareness and represent the studies of
sociology and psychology in art pieces that are open to interpretation.

Mia Makila
Mia Makila: Mia Makila (b.1979) is a self-taught artist from Sweden. Her art has many
faces; the grotesque demon paintings, the humorous Bosch-inspired collages and
dreamlike digital works. Makila is inspired by her own inner worlds of pain, fear, dreams,
magic, rage, memories and desire - and her art is very personal and intimate, like visual
diary notes of trauma and healing.

Jacklyn Porter
Jacklyn Porter is a freshman at Lewis University. She is undecided on her major, but she’s
working on becoming a leader of change. As an aspiring photographer, she wants to use
her talent to create a powerful movement, not only for African American youth, but for all
youth of color. She also wants to use her photography to address other social injustice, not
just in America, but around the world.

Angela Willetts
Angela Willetts hails from the North of England, and has lived in the San Francisco Bay
Area for eighteen years. She received her bachelors degree from Cambridge University
where she studied English literature and education. Willetts has attended residencies
at Vermont Studio Center, The Post Contemporary, and will be a Skowhegan Graduate
Fellow in the summer of 2016. She is currently completing her MFA at the University
of California, Davis, where she received the Mary Lou Osborne Award, and a UCD &
Humanities Graduate Research Award.
Artist Statement:
Willetts’ paintings borrow, visually, from scientific and anatomical diagrams. She maps
both the body and mind as entangled experiences of object and subjecthood. Her work
questions how a sense of self is constructed through physical and mental processes that
are fallible, constructed unconsciously, and subject to change. Central to all Willetts’ work
is an investigation of chance processes. She enjoys watching her mind struggle with the
dual impulses to invoke chaos and insist on order.

Brian Williams
Brian Williams is an Indiana born artist working now primarily in New York by way
of Santa Fe. Photography is Brian’s medium of choice and he draws on a love of the
Horror genre, and his obsession with the problems of free will by depicting the lulls in
the story and thus highlighting the struggle in Brian’s own mind between fate and will, is
the narrative scripted or can the actor proceed ad libitum? Trained for a life in the 14th
century by the well meaning, Brian became an artist, poet, and failure who whiles away
his hours contemplating the meaning of idleness.
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Fiction
Damyanti Biswas
Damyanti’s short fiction has been commended at the Bath Flash Fiction award. She’s
published at Bluestem magazine, Griffith Review Australia, Lunch Ticket magazine, and
other journals in the USA and Singapore. Her work is available in various anthologies in
Asia and she serves as one of the editors of the Forge Literary Magazine.

Susan Taylor Chehak
Susan Taylor Chehak is the author of several books--most recently The Minor Apocalypse
of Meena Krejci and It’s Not About the Dog--and her short stories have appeared widely in
journals. She grew up in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has spent a lot of time in Los Angeles, lives
occasionally in Toronto, and at present calls Colorado home.

Jeff Fleischer
Jeff Fleischer is a Chicago-based author, journalist and editor. His fiction has appeared in
publications including the Chicago Tribune’s Printers Row literary journal, Shenandoah,
Steam Ticket Third Coast Review, Pioneertown, Crossborder Journal, Zoetic Press NonBinary Review, Chicago Literati, Crack the Spine, and Indiana Voice Journal. He is also
the author of non-fiction books including Rockin’ the Boat: 50 Iconic Revolutionaries
(Zest Books, 2015), Votes of Confidence: A Young Person’s Guide to American Elections
(Zest Books, 2016), and The Latest Craze: A Short History of Mass Hysterias (Fall River
Press, 2011). He is a veteran journalist published in Mother Jones, the New Republic, the
Sydney Morning Herald, the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Magazine, Mental_Floss, National
Geographic Traveler and dozens of other local, national and international publications.

Nik Gallicchio
Nik Gallicchio’s writing has appeared on the stages of Chicago’s Live Lit show Write Club
and on the pages of Champaign’s Buzz Magazine. Delighting in the unexpected, Nik crafts
and wears things she’s created, like skirts made of men’s ties and dresses made out of book
pages. The piece “Hunger” was inspired by the achingly beautiful life of Pulitzer Prizewinning Photojournalist Kevin Carter (1960-1994).

Mollie McNeil
Mollie McNeil lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. She studied art and literature as an
undergraduate at UC Berkeley and the Sorbonne and as a doctoral student the University
of Wisconsin, Madison. Her work has appeared in Hawaii Pacific Review, Blue Lake
Review, Crack the Spine, Diverse Arts Project, Diverse Voices Quarterly, Penmen Review and
Ragazine.

Heather Sager
Heather Sager grew up in rural Minnesota and now lives in Illinois. Her short fiction has
appeared or is forthcoming in Curbside Splendor E-Zine, Foliate Oak Literary Magazine,
and Minetta Review. Her poetry will appear in Route 7 Review.
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NonFiction
Gulchin Ergun
Gulchin Ergun is a proud Turkish-American and an Ohio native. She received her
medical degree from Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine in Cleveland.
After completing her residency, she pursued a fellowship in gastroenterology at the New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in New York City. Her essay, “Sleeping with the
Dead,” won first prize at the 2013 Literature and Medicine conference and her nonfiction
works have been published in several journals. Gulchin is a member of the Inprint writers
workshop at the Houston Methodist Hospital.

Peggy Shinner
Peggy Shinner is the author of You Feel So Mortal, a collection of essays on the body
published by the University of Chicago Press, which was long-listed for the 2015 PENDiamonstein-Spielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay. She was one of Newcity’s 2014
Lit 50/Who Really Books in Chicago. Currently, she teaches in the MFA program at
Northwestern.

Bouts-Rimes
FJ Bergmann
F.J. Bergmann edits poetry at Star*Line, the journal of the Science Fiction Poetry
Association (sfpoetry.com) and Mobius: The Journal of Social Change (mobiusmagazine.
com), and documents tragedies on exoplanets and elsewhere.

Adam Clay
Adam Clay is the author of The Wash (Parlor Press, 2006), A Hotel Lobby at the Edge of
the World (Milkweed Editions, 2012), and, a third book of poems, Stranger (Milkweed
Editions, 2016). His poems have appeared in Ploughshares, Boston Review, Iowa Review,
and elsewhere. A co-editor of TYPO Magazine, he serves as a Book Review Editor for
Kenyon Review, and teaches at the University of Illinois Springfield.

Jim Davis
Jim Davis is a Master’s candidate at Harvard University and a recent graduate of
Northwestern University. His work has previously appeared in Bellevue Literary Review,
Portland Review, Seneca Review, Midwest Quarterly, Santa Clara Review, RHINO, and
California Journal of Poetics, among many others.

Ariana-Sophia Kartsonis
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Ariana-Sophia Kartsonis teaches at Columbus College of Art and Design and serves as
faculty advisor to Botticelli Literary/Art Magazine. Her stories have appeared in a number
of journals and won awards in Glimmer Train, Story magazine, Los Angeles Review and
others. A collaborative chapbook: By Some Miracle, a Year Lousy with Meteors, written
with Cynthia Arrieu-King, won the Dreamhorse Press Prize and was published in 2013,
and another: Aloha, Vaudeville Doll was published in 2014 by Dancing Girl Press. Her
previous collection Intaglio, winner of the Wick Poetry Prize was published in 2006 by
Kent State University Press. Her second collection of poetry, The Rub, winner of the Elixir
Press Editor’s Prize, was published in 2014.

Earl Keener
Earl Keener resides in Bethany, WV. He is a graduate of The Franciscan College
of Steubenville, a retired gandydancer, an Ohio Valley singer-songwriter and an
internationally recognized haiku poet.

Kelly Nelson
Kelly Nelson is the author of the chapbooks Rivers I Don’t Live By and Who Was I to Say
I Was Alive. Her work has appeared in RHINO, Quarter After Eight, Another Chicago
Magazine, Best Experimental Writing (BAX) and elsewhere. She lives in Tempe, Arizona
and teaches Interdisciplinary Studies at Arizona State University. More at kelly-nelson.
com.

Sheila Packa
Sheila Packa has four books of poems, The Mother Tongue, Echo & Lightning, Cloud Birds
and Night Train Red Dust. She was the poet laureate of Duluth, 2010-2012. Recently,
the Helsinki composer Olli Kortekangas used four of her poems to create a cantata,
“Migrations,” that was premiered by the Minnesota Orchestra in February 2016.

Jake Sheff
Jake Sheff is a captain and pediatrician in the US Air Force, married with a daughter and
three pets. Currently home is California. Poems of Jake’s are in Marathon Literary Review,
Poydra’s Review, Foliate Oak and elsewhere. His chapbook is Looting Versailles (Alabaster
Leaves Publishing). He considers life an impossible sit-up, but plausible.

Donna Vorreyer
Donna Vorreyer is the author of Every Love Story is an Apocalypse Story (Sundress
Publications, 2016) and A House of Many Windows (Sundress Publications, 2013) as well
as seven chapbooks, most recently Encantado, a collaboration with artist Matt Kish from
Redbird Chapbooks. She serves as the reviews editor for Stirring: A Literary Collection. She
has only four years left until retirement from her 30 plus years of teaching middle school
in the Chicago suburbs, and sometimes it shows.
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